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Preface to ”Computational Methods of Multi-Physics

Problems”

Multi-physics problems play a huge role in engineering. They include hydraulic fracturing,

piezoelectricity, flexoelectricity, energy harvesters, energy storage systems and batteries, just to name

a few relevant applications. In order to support the design of materials, systems and devices,

computational modeling is of major importance. It can complement experimental testing and shed

light on physical phenomena that are difficult to detect or measure experimentally. Furthermore,

computational modeling can be used to—more systematically—virtually design a material or a

component, saving cost and time. This Special Issue aims to reveal the state-of-the-art in addressing

computational models for the computational modeling of multi-field problems.

Timon Rabczuk

Special Issue Editor
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Abstract: Due to its large electric capacity, silicon has become one of the most promising electrode
materials for lithium ion batteries. However, silicon undergoes large volumetric expansion and
material stiffness reduction during the charging process. This can lead to fracture and failure of
lithium-ion batteries. Damage formation and evolution inside the electrode are influenced by the
lithium ion concentration and electrode material. High stress gradients induced by heterogeneous
deformation can lead to massive migration of lithium ions towards high geometrical singularity
regions, such as crack edge regions, which increases the lithium ion concentration. Fully coupled
mechanical diffusion equations are important in describing the mechanics of this problem. In this
study, the three-dimensional peridynamic theory is presented to solve the coupled field problem.
In addition, the newly developed peridynamic differential operator concept is utilized to convert
partial differential equations into peridynamic form for the diffusion equation. Spherical and
cylindrical shaped energy storage structures with different pre-existing penny-shaped cracks are
considered to demonstrate the capability of the developed framework. It is shown that peridynamic
theory is a suitable tool for predicting crack evolution during the lithiation process.

Keywords: lithium-ion battery; fracture analysis; peridynamics; pressure gradient effect

1. Introduction

In the marine industry, traditional propulsion systems with internal combustion engines
cannot match the increasing strict standards for waste gas emissions (MARPOL Annex VI) [1].
Hence, the hybrid propulsion system, as an alternative approach to marine propulsion systems,
has become popular in the shipping industry. Marine batteries, as primary energy storage devices,
have been subject to excessive investigation [2]. The lithium ion battery is one of the most promising
marine batteries due to its high energy to weight ratio, high energy density, low rate of self-discharge
and long cycle life [3]. The performance of a lithium ion battery mainly depends on the material
properties of its anode, cathode and electrolyte. The carbon group elements, carbon (C), silicon
(Si), germanium (Ge), tin (Sn) and their alloys, can be selected as the anode material in lithium
ion batteries [4,5]. In many commercial grade lithium ion batteries, graphitic carbon is the main
component of the anode material due to its low expansion induced by lithiation during battery
charging [4]. However, the major limitation of graphite carbon is its low electric capacity (372 mAhg−1)
whereby it stores the lithium ion inside graphite sheets as (LiC6) [4–6] which cannot satisfy the demand
for high electric capacity in marine batteries. On the other hand, silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge)
have relatively high theoretical capacities as compared to graphite carbon (3579 mAhg−1 and 1625
mAhg−1, respectively) [6] which can be considered to be suitable candidates for the anode material in
lithium ion batteries. However, both Si and Ge anodes experience large volumetric changes during
battery cycling. The Si anode can experience a volume expansion of up to 400% during the charging
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process [7,8]. Similar to the Si anode, the Ge anode can expand 370% in volume during the lithiation
process [9]. Frequent cycling of the lithium ion battery may lead to stress misdistribution, degradation
and delamination of the battery components. This may then lead to failure or even pulverization of
the battery anode.

Many efforts have been conducted to increase the electric capacity and to avoid the occurrence
of defects inside the electrodes of lithium ion batteries. Winter et al. [10] suggested that some metals,
such as aluminum (Al), tin (Sn) and antimony (Sb) can store more lithium ion than graphite carbon
by forming alloys with lithium ions. However, the newly formed alloyed anode will experience
a 500% volumetric expansion [4], which is the major barrier to becoming the anode material in
rechargeable lithium ion batteries. Gao et al. [11] suggested carbon nanotubes as the anode material.
Carbon nanotubes are tubular forms of graphite sheet with high conductivity, high tensile strength,
high rigidity and low density. They increase the electric capacity of carbon by up to around 600 mAhg−1

without damage or pulverization. Metals or their alloys can also be added into the nanotube in
composite form. Hence, the advantage of the high electric capacity of metal alloys and the low
volumetric change in graphite carbon can be utilized in anode materials [12,13]. However, carbon
nanotubes experience a loss of lithium ion capacity during cycling and a linear voltage drop during
discharging [4].

In comparison with graphite carbon or carbon nanotube anodes, silicon has superior performance
in terms of electrical capacity. However, as mentioned earlier, it suffers from pulverization due to
large volumetric change during battery cycling. The fracture behaviour of silicon anodes has been
subject to frequent investigation in recent years. Liu et al. [14] constructed a thin silicon film model
to investigate lithiation-induced tensile stress and surface cracking by using analytical and finite
element methods (FEM). A compression-traction transition zone was observed along the interface
of electrode and electrolyte. The formation of the transition zone depends on the large volumetric
change, plastic deformation and slow charging rate. Crack formation and propagation was led by the
location of the transition zone [14,15]. The magnitude and profiles of tensile stress at the surface of
the lithiated silicon zone depends on volumetric misfit strain, yield stress and modulus of unlithiated
silicon. Ryu et al. [8] found that the large volume change during the normal cycling process is always
accompanied by a pressure gradient. High hydrostatic stress will affect the lithium ion diffusion and
fracture propagation inside the anode of a battery. Grantab and Shenoy [16] conducted a detailed
investigation of the effect of the pressure gradient factor on crack propagation in silicon nanowires.
The cohesive FEM was applied to model fracture evolution in silicon nanowires. Since localized stress
around the crack tip is higher than the surrounding nanowire surface region, a large quantity of lithium
ions moved into the crack tip region which caused a relatively large volume expansion. Therefore,
the hydrostatic stress around the crack tip reduced. Zuo and Zhao [17] used the phase field method
to study the stress evolution and crack propagation. Several damaged anode models with different
crack numbers and different crack orientations were considered to illustrate fracture evolution in the
battery anode. The pressure gradient was shown to be dependent on the elastic modulus, partial
molar volume, concentration, Poisson’s ratio and the localized lithium ion concentration. On the
other hand, Gao and Zhou [18] applied the FEM and the J-integral method to study the softening
effect during the lithiation process. They also captured the high lithium ion concentration at crack
tip regions during the charging process, leading to relaxation of hydrostatic stress in later diffusion
process. The fracture evolution in silicon nanowires also depends on the geometry of the structure.
Ryu et al. [8] also concluded that silicon nanowires with diameters smaller than 300 nm will not
fail during battery cycling, even pre-damaged nanowires. Due to their large pressure gradient and
large volume expansion, lithium ions can rapidly diffuse into silicon nanowires. As an alternative
approach, peridynamics [19–25] was used to investigate fracture evolution during the lithiation process
by considering plane-stress conditions [26,27]. It was shown that peridynamics can capture accurate
fracture propagation patterns for multiple cracks with random orientations inside the anode material.
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In this study, the two-dimensional fully-coupled peridynamic model developed in Wang et al. [27]
is extended to a three-dimensional peridynamic model. The effect of pressure gradient and material
phase change during lithiation process (from Si to LixSi) are taken into consideration. Coupled field
equations are used to describe the lithiation process with the help of the newly developed peridynamic
differential operator [26]. To demonstrate the capability of the model, the fracture evolution inside the
cylindrical and spherical shaped lithium ion battery anodes is presented.

2. Coupled Diffusion-Mechanical Deformation Formulation

Fick’s Second Law describes the basic principles of ion diffusion [28]. Due to silicon being
the anode material, larger volume expansion occurs as lithium ions diffuse inside the anode.
Hence, the diffusion-induced stress during battery cycling should be taken into account in Fick’s
Second Law. The mechanical strain component, εM

ij , can be expressed by considering the influence of
lithium ion diffusion as [16,17]:

εM
ij = εij − αCavgδij (1)

where εij refers to the total strain, α represents the coefficient of expansion, Cavg represents the
current average concentration value of the interacting material points, and δij is the Kronecker Delta.
For three-dimensional cases, the stress-strain constitutive equation can be written as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σxx

σyy

σzz

σxy

σxz

σyz

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
=

E
(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 − ν ν ν 0 0 0
ν 1 − ν ν 0 0 0
ν ν 1 − ν 0 0 0
0 0 0 1−2ν

2 0 0
0 0 0 0 1−2ν

2 0
0 0 0 0 0 1−2ν

2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εM
xx

εM
yy

εM
zz

2εM
xy

2εM
xz

2εM
yz

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(2)

By substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), the coupled field normal stresses can be
expressed as:

σxx =
E

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

[
(1 − ν)εxx + νεyy + νεzz

]− E
(1 − 2ν)

αCmaxC (3)

σyy =
E

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

[
νεxx + (1 − ν)εyy + νεzz

]− E
(1 − 2ν)

αCmaxC (4)

σzz =
E

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

[
νεxx + νεyy + (1 − ν)εzz

]− E
(1 − 2ν)

αCmaxC (5)

where C is current value of the normalized lithium ion concentration, and Cmax is the maximum value
of the lithium ion concentration. The total normal strain in all three dimensions can be expressed in
terms of displacements as:

εxx =
∂u
∂x

(6)

εyy =
∂v
∂y

(7)

εzz =
∂w
∂z

(8)

Local stress will rise along with lithium ion diffusion at regions with high geometrical singularity.
A high pressure gradient will lead to a large amount of lithium ion diffusion into these regions,
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which will increase the lithium ion concentration. As a result, stress will release as volume expands.
Hence, the general Fick’s Second Law should be modified by considering the pressure-gradient as:

∂C
∂t = MkBT

(
∂2C
∂x2 + ∂2C

∂y2 + ∂2C
∂z2

)
− MCΩ

NA

(
∂2σ̃
∂x2 + ∂2σ̃

∂y2 + ∂2σ̃
∂z2

)
−MCΩ

NA

(
∂C
∂x

∂σ̃
∂x + ∂C

∂y
∂σ̃
∂y + ∂C

∂z
∂σ̃
∂z

) (9)

where M is the molecular mobility, kB is Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature,
NA is Avogadro’s constant and σ̃ is the hydrostatic stress.

Zhang et al. [29] emphasized that silicon has different lithiated stages during the charging process.
In the early stage, since lithium ion concentration is low, silicon will transform into partial lithiated
silicon (LixSi). As the lithium ion concentration increases, the partially lithiated silicon will further
transform into fully lithiated silicon (Li15Si4). Moreover, since some material properties of lithiated
silicon, such as the elastic modulus and fracture toughness, are lower than those of pure silicon,
the lithiation process can also be regarded as a material softening process [30]. However, the size of the
partially lithiated silicon region in a battery anode is very small compared to the anode’s geometry [29].
Therefore, in this study, only fully lithiated silicon was considered.

3. Peridynamic Theory

An extensive number of studies about fracture mechanics based on classic continuum mechanics
(CCM) can be found in the literature. The CCM applies the spatial partial differential equations to
describe the motion of a material point. Within the framework of CCM, various tools, such as the FEM,
boundary element method (BEM) and cohesive zone method (CZM) [31–33], have been applied in
numerical fracture analysis. However, since partial differential equations require continuous material
geometry, CCM, as a local theory, may have difficulty performing the numerical analysis of problems
with discontinuous geometry, such as cracks and kinks. By regarding damage as newly formed
boundaries, a remeshing process may be inevitable in numerical analysis [34].

Peridynamic theory (PD) was firstly introduced by Silling and Askari [35] as an alternative
numerical approach to CCM. Unlike FEM, the PD uses spatial integral equations instead of partial
differential equations to describe the motion of material points. On the other hand, PD is a non-local
theory. Material points can build up interactions, called peridynamic bonds, with surrounding
neighbors within a certain distance (δ), as shown in Figure 1. The collection of neighboring points
is called the horizon (Hx). For neighboring points of material point x beyond the size of the horizon,
it is assumed that the interactions are too weak and have little influence on point x, which can
be ignored in a numerical simulation. By integrating the forces between material point x and its
neighboring points, x’, the equation of motion of material point x can be calculated and expressed as

ρ
..
u(x, t) =

∫
Hx

f
(
u
(
x′, t

)− u(x, t), x′ − x
)
dVx′ + b(x, t), (10)

where b refers to the body force density and f is the pairwise force of each interaction (bond). Note that,
in this study, the bond-based peridynamic theory is used for simplicity. However, extension of the
formulation to the ordinary-state based formulation is straightforward [34,36].

In bond-based peridynamic theory, the bond force depends on the relative position and relative
displacement of the material points associated with the bond which can be calculated as [37]:

f =
ξ+ η

|ξ+ η| c
(
s − αCavg

)
μ(t,ξ) (11)

where the relative position of material points x and x′ can be defined in the undeformed
configuration as:

ξ = x′ − x (12)

4
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Figure 1. Horizon of material point x.

Note that the bond force given in Equation (11) is calculated based on the deformed configuration.
Therefore, the formulation has the capacity to capture large deformations. Moreover, the relative
displacement can be expressed as:

η = u
(
x′, t

)− u(x, t) (13)

In Equation (11), α is the coefficient of expansion, s is the stretch of the bond and Cavg represents
the average lithium ion concentration of material points x and x′. μ is the failure parameter and c is the
bond constant. For a three-dimensional isotropic material, the bond constant can be expressed as:

c =
12E
πδ4 (14)

Note that for the three-dimensional, bond-based peridynamic theory, the Poisson’s ratio for
a linear elastic isotropic material is equivalent to ν = 1/4.

In CCM, damage is specially treated by using remeshing or a pre-defined crack propagation path.
On the other hand, the damage is represented as “bond breakage” in peridynamic theory. For brittle
elastic material, once the bond stretch exceeds a critical stretch value, sc, after deformation, the bond
will break and cannot recover by itself. The critical stretch depends on the critical strain energy release
rate (Gc). For a three-dimensional model, the rate definition of the critical strain energy release in
peridynamics has been derived by Silling and Askari [35] as:

Gc =
∫ δ

0

{∫ 2π

0

∫ δ

0

∫ cos−1 z/ξ

0

(
1
2

cξs2
c ξ2

)
sin φdφdξdθ

}
dz =

1
2

cs2
c

(
δ5π

5

)
(15)

Hence, the critical stretch, sc, can be expressed as:

sc =

√
5Gc

6Eδ
(16)

The failure condition of each bond can be represented by a failure parameter as:

μ(t,ξ) =

{
1 s ≤ sc

0 s > sc
(17)

Since the broken bond no longer carries any load, the total load associated with material point
x will be redistributed to the remaining bonds. This leads to a change in mechanical conditions.
The damage value of material point x can be defined as:

5
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ϕ(x, t) = 1 −
∫

Hx
μ(t,ξ)dVx′∫
Hx

dVx′
(18)

which represents the percentage of broken bonds associated with material point x. The material point
is totally damaged when the damage parameter is equivalent to 1, whereas it is undamaged when the
damage parameter is equivalent to 0. Note that breakage of a single bond will not cause the emergence
of a crack. Instead, all bonds passing through a crack surface should be broken for a crack to occur.
In other words, as the number of broken bonds increases, cracks can emerge and eventually propagate
inside the structure. Moreover, there is no need to define the crack path, as in some other existing
approaches, such as the cracking particle method [38,39].

During the charging (lithiation) process, the anode will expand in volume, and high hydrostatic
stresses will emerge inside the anode, especially at high singularity regions. For three-dimensional
problems, the hydrostatic stress of a material point, x, can be calculated as [40]:

σ̃ =
1
3
(
σxx + σyy + σzz

)
(19)

The Cauchy stress tensor, σij, can be expressed in terms of the first Piola–Kirchoff stress, σ0, as [41]:

σ = Jσ0FT =

⎡⎢⎣ σxx σxy σxz

σyx σyy σyz

σzx σzy σzz

⎤⎥⎦ (20)

where the deformation gradient, F, and its determinant, J, are defined as:

F =
9

4πδ4

∫
Hx

1

|x′ − x|2
(
y′ − y

)⊗ (
x′ − x

)
dVx′ (21)

and:
J = det(F) (22)

In Equation (21), x′ − x refers to the initial relative distance, and y′ − y refers to the relative
distance after deformation. The stress is not directly expressed by the bond-based peridynamic theory.
However, the first Piola–Kirchoff stress can be calculated using peridynamic parameters as:

σ0 =
∫

Hx

f ⊗ (
x′ − x

)
dVx′ (23)

Hence, the amount of hydrostatic stress depends on the displacement gradient and the lithium ion
concentration, whereas the concentration change rate depends on the hydrostatic stress gradient and
the lithium ion concentration gradient. Therefore, the coupled field equation is applied, as shown in
Equation (9). In this study, the peridynamic form of partial differential equation given in Equation (9)
was obtained by using peridynamic differential operator method developed by Madenci et al. [42].

4. Peridynamic Differential Operator Approach

The three-dimensional peridynamic differential operator can be derived by considering the Taylor
series. Three-dimensional Taylor Series can be written by disregarding the higher order terms [41]:

f (x′) = f (x) + ξ1
∂ f (x)
∂x1

+ ξ2
∂ f (x)
∂x2

+ ξ3
∂ f (x)
∂x3

+ 1
2!

∂2 f (x)
∂x2

1
+ 1

2!
∂2 f (x)

∂x2
2

+ 1
2!

∂2 f (x)
∂x2

3
+ ξ1ξ2

∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x2

+ ξ1ξ3
∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x3

+ ξ2ξ3
∂2 f (x)
∂x2∂x3

(24)

This is done by moving f (x) to the left-hand-side and multiplying each term in Equation (24)
with a PD function, gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ), in which (p1, p2, p3 = 0, 1, 2 and they cannot be equal to zero at the
same time), and integrating throughout the horizon yields:

6
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∫
Hx

( f (x′)− f (x))gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′ =

∂ f (x)
∂x1

∫
Hx

ξ1gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′ +

∂ f (x)
∂x2

∫
Hx

ξ2gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′

+ ∂ f (x)
∂x3

∫
Hx

ξ3gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′+

∂2 f (x)
∂x2

1

∫
Hx

1
2! ξ

2
1gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ)dVx′ +
∂2 f (x)

∂x2
2

∫
Hx

1
2! ξ

2
2gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ)dVx′

+ ∂2 f (x)
∂x2

3

∫
Hx

1
2! ξ

2
3gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ)dVx′ +
∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x2

∫
Hx

ξ1ξ2gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′

+ ∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x3

∫
Hx

ξ1ξ3gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′ +

∂2 f (x)
∂x2∂x3

∫
Hx

ξ2ξ3gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)dVx′

(25)

The orthogonality property of the PD functions is invoked:

1
n1n2n3

∫
Hx

ξn1
1 ξn2

2 ξn3
3 gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ)dVx′ = δn1 p1 δn2 p2 δn3 p3 with (n1, n2, p1, p2 = 1, 2) (26)

and Equation (26) is substituted into Equation (25); then, the partial differential equations can be
expressed in peridynamic form as:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂ f (x)
∂x1

∂ f (x)
∂x2

∂ f (x)
∂x3

∂2 f (x)
∂x2

1
∂2 f (x)

∂x2
2

∂2 f (x)
∂x2

3
∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x2
∂2 f (x)
∂x1∂x3
∂2 f (x)
∂x2∂x3

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

=
∫

Hx

(
f
(
x′
)− f (x)

)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

g100
3

g010
3

g001
3

g200
3

g020
3

g002
3

g110
3

g101
3

g011
3

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

dVx′ (27)

In Equation (27), the peridynamic functions, gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ), can be constructed by:

gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ) = ap1 p2 p3

100 ω100(|ξ|)ξ1 + ap1 p2 p3
010 ω010(|ξ|)ξ2 + ap1 p2 p3

001 ω001(|ξ|)ξ3 + ap1 p2 p3
200 ω200(|ξ|)ξ2

1

+ap1 p2 p3
020 ω020(|ξ|)ξ2

2
+ ap1 p2 p3

002 ω002(|ξ|)ξ2
3
+ ap1 p2 p3

110 ω110(|ξ|)ξ1ξ2 + ap1 p2 p3
101 ω101(|ξ|)ξ1ξ3

+ap1 p2 p3
011 ω011(|ξ|)ξ2ξ3

(28)
The weight function, ωq1q2q3(|ξ|) can be expressed as:

ωq1q2q3(|ξ|) =
(

δ

|ξ|
)q1+q2+q3+1

(29)

where q1, q2, q3 = 0, 1, 2 and they cannot be equal to zero at the same time.
According to Equation (28), the peridynamic functions, gp1 p2 p3

3 (ξ), are composed of elements
with an unknown coefficient matrix, a, weight function, ω and bond length in the x, y and z directions.

The unknown coefficient matrix, a, is derived from the peridynamic shape matrix, A, and
the known coefficient matrix, b, via following relationship:

A a = b (30)

The elements of the peridynamic shape matrix, A, can be expressed as:

A(n1n2n3)(q1q2q3)
=
∫

Hx

ωq1q2q3(|ξ|)ξn1+q2
1

ξ
n2+q2
2 ξ

n3+q3
3 dV (31)

where the unit volume is dVx′ = ξ2 sin θdξdθdφ. Hence, the peridynamic shape matrix can be
calculated as:

7
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A =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

4
9 πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 4
9 πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 4
9 πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
5 πδ7 1

15 πδ7 1
15 πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
15 πδ7 1

5 πδ7 1
15 πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 1
15 πδ7 1

15 πδ7 1
5 πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1
15 πδ7 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
15 πδ7 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
15 πδ7

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (32)

The elements of the known matrix, b, can be expressed as:

bp1 p2 p3
n1n2n3 = n1!n2!n3!δn1 p1 δn2 p2 δn3 p3 (33)

Hence, the known coefficient matrix b can be written as:

b =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(34)

According to Equation (30), the unknown matrix a can be computed as:

a =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

9
4πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 9
4πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 9
4πδ5 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 12
πδ7

−3
πδ7

−3
πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 −3
πδ7

12
πδ7

−3
πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 −3
πδ7

−3
πδ7

12
πδ7 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 15
πδ7 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
πδ7 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
πδ7

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(35)

Substituting Equations (29) and (35) back to Equation (28), the peridynamic functions gp1 p2 p3
3 (ξ)

can be calculated as:
g100

3 =
9

4πδ3
1
|ξ| sin θ cos φ (36)

g010
3 =

9
4πδ3

1
|ξ| sin θ sin φ (37)

g001
3 =

9
4πδ3

1
|ξ| cos θ (38)

g200
3 =

12
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin2 θ cos2 φ − 3

πδ4
1
|ξ| sin2 θ sin2 φ − 3

πδ4
1
|ξ| cos2 θ (39)

g020
3 =

−3
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin2 θ cos2 φ +

12
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin2 θ sin2 φ − 3

πδ4
1
|ξ| cos2 θ (40)

8
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g002
3 =

−3
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin2 θ cos2 φ − 3

πδ4
1
|ξ| sin2 θ sin2 φ +

12
πδ4

1
|ξ| cos2 θ (41)

g110
3 =

15
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin2 θ cos φ sin φ (42)

g101
3 =

15
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin θ cos θ cos φ (43)

g011
3 =

15
πδ4

1
|ξ| sin θ cos θ sin φ (44)

where θ represents the angle between the projection of the bond over the x-y plane and x-axis. φ shows
the angle between the bond and the z-axis, as shown in Figure 2 (red line shows the bond).

Figure 2. Diagram of three-dimensional bond orientation.

Substituting Equations (36)–(44) in Equation (27), the partial derivative expressions in peridynamic
form can be obtained. Therefore, the extension of Fick’s Second Law given in Equation (9) can be
rewritten in peridynamic form as:

∂C
∂t = MkBT

∫
Hx

{C(x′, t)− C(x, t)}{g200
3 (ξ) + g020

3 (ξ) + g002
3 (ξ)

}
dVx′

−MCΩ
NA

∫
Hx

{σ̃(x′, t)− σ̃(x, t)}{g200
3 (ξ) + g020

3 (ξ) + g002
3 (ξ)

}
dVx′

−MCΩ
NA

{(∫
Hx

{C(x′, t)− C(x, t)}g100
3 (ξ)dVx′

)(∫
Hx

{σ̃(x′, t)− σ̃(x, t)}g100
3 (ξ)dVx′

)}
−MCΩ

NA

{(∫
Hx

{C(x′, t)− C(x, t)}g010
3 (ξ)dVx′

)(∫
Hx

{σ̃(x′, t)− σ̃(x, t)}g010
3 (ξ)dVx′

)}
−MCΩ

NA

{(∫
Hx

{C(x′, t)− C(x, t)}g001
3 (ξ)dVx′

)(∫
Hx

{σ̃(x′, t)− σ̃(x, t)}g001
3 (ξ)dVx′

)}
(45)

5. Numerical Studies

To demonstrate the capability of the current approach, spherical and cylindrical shaped anodes
with different crack configurations were considered and the evolution of the damage during
the lithiation process was investigated. In all cases, for the numerical solution, uniform spatial
discretization was utilized with a grid size of 20 nm for the spherical model and 10 nm for the
cylindrical model. Corresponding horizon sizes were specified as 60 nm and 30 nm, respectively.
However, the recently introduced dual-horizon concept [20,22] can also be applied to improve the
numerical efficiency of the solution. For the time integration, two different critical time step sizes
for Equations (10) and (45) were determined as given in [34]. Since the critical time step size for
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each equation was different, we chose the smaller value, i.e., 2 × 10−14 s, to ensure the stability of
the solution.

5.1. Spherical Model

In the first case, a spherical energy storage particle with a pre-existing penny-shaped crack was
considered. The materials of this particle, including pure silicon and lithiated silicon, were regarded as
brittle materials. In addition, the concentration values were normalized by the maximum concentration
as shown in Table 1. Before the charging started, the anode material remained as pure silicon. During
the charging process, lithium ions at their maximum concentration were applied to the entire outer
surface. Since the particle structure was free from any displacement constraints, it experienced free
expansion during the charging process. For the three-dimensional bond-based peridynamic theory,
the Poisson’s ratio is limited to 1/4. However, the Poisson’s ratio values of pure silicon and lithiated
silicon, given in Table 1, are very close to the constrained value. Therefore, the limitation of bond-based
peridynamic theory regarding Poisson’s ratio would not be effective in this case. Other Poisson’s ratio
values can be specified using the ordinary-state based peridynamic formulation. Since the geometry of
the spherical energy storage particle was symmetric and the penny-shaped crack was horizontally
oriented, the sample planes were selected along the longitude and latitude of the sphere, shown in red
and black, respectively, in Figure 3 to show the lithium ion concentration and mechanical deformation
clearly inside the particle.

Figure 3. Spherical energy storage particle with a pre-existing penny-shaped crack.

Table 1. Geometrical parameters and material properties of energy storage models.

R Radius of spherical particle 0.5 μm
L Longitudinal length of cylindrical nanowire 0.5 μm

Esilicon Elastic constant of pure silicon 80 GPa
ELi15Si4 Elastic constant of lithiated silicon, Li15Si4 41 GPa
νsilicon Poisson’s ratio of pure silicon 0.22
νLi15Si4 Poisson’s ratio of lithiated silicon, Li15Si4 0.24

Ω Partial molar volume 8.5 × 10−6 m3 mol−1

M Molecular mobility 500 m2 J−1 s−1

kB Boltzmann constant 1.38 × 10−23 J·K−1

T Absolute temperature 300 K
NA Avogadro’s constant 6.02 × 1023 mol−1

Cmax Maximum concentration 1.18 × 104 mol m−3

The penny-shaped crack was located in the central region of the anode structure. The diameter of
the penny-shaped crack was half of the diameter of the anode and the crack was horizontally oriented,
as shown in Figure 3. As lithiation progressed, the material at the anode surface region became lithiated
silicon (Li15Si4) first. Hence, the surface region experienced relatively large deformation while the
central region remained undeformed. Due to this mechanical deformation state, compressive stresses

10
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emerged at the particle surface region, whereas tensile stresses formed at the particle central region,
especially around the crack tip location. Hence, according to Equation (9), high hydrostatic stress
affects the lithium ion distribution inside the spherical structure.

The results of lithium ion diffusion and diffusion-induced deformation during the charging
process are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In order to have a clear understanding of the lithiation-induced
damage in the three-dimensional structure, results are presented in both the x-z plane and x-y
plane (crack surface plane). Due to the heterogeneous distribution of deformation in the spherical
structure, high hydrostatic stresses arose at the edge of the penny-shaped crack where high geometrical
singularity lies, as shown in Figures 4c and 5c. As the lithium ion diffused further into the spherical
structure, the lithium ion concentration at the crack edge regions started to increase compared with
the surrounding regions. However, since the penny-shaped crack had just started to propagate,
as shown in Figures 4b and 5b, the change in lithium-ion concentration may not be very obvious
from the concentration plot. The hydrostatic stress value around the crack edge region was
around 1.5 GPa which led to a bond stretch far beyond the critical stretch of amorphous silicon.
Hence, the penny-shaped crack would have continued to propagate until the stretch of the bonds at
the crack tip region reduced below the critical stretch value given in Equation (16).

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Results for a penny-shaped, cracked anode in the x-z mid-plane: (a) initial damage;
(b) new damage; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.
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(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Results for a penny-shaped, cracked anode in the x-y mid-plane (crack surface plane):
(a) initial damage; (b) new damage; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.

5.2. Cylindrical Model

In this section, several different pre-damaged models are considered to investigate the fracture
evolution in the silicon nanowire. The silicon nanowire is represented by a cylindrical-shaped
structure. The fracture analysis of cases with different crack orientations is separately discussed
in the following sections.

5.2.1. Penny-Shaped Crack along the Horizontal Plane

A cylindrical-shaped structure with diameter L, shown in Figure 6, was considered to represent
a silicon nanowire. A penny-shaped crack (marked as shadow lines in Figure 6), L/4 in diameter,
was horizontally oriented at the center of the cylindrical structure. The material properties of the
cylindrical anode were the same as for the spherical model in Table 1. Before charging the battery,
the cylindrical material was pure silicon. During the charging process, lithium ions at maximum
concentration was applied to the outer surface of the cylindrical structure. As a result, the material
properties changed as the lithium ions diffused inside the electrode and the cylindrical structure
deformed. Similar to the spherical model, the results are shown in two different plane views in order
to present detailed fracture information.
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Figure 6. Cylindrical anode structure with a pre-existing horizontal crack.

Due to the material phase change during the charging process, material points at the surface
region expanded as pure silicon changed into lithiated silicon, whereas material points in the central
region remained undeformed. Therefore, the hydrostatic stress in the outer surface region is shown as
compression stress which is marked as blue in Figures 7c and 8c. The hydrostatic stress in the inner
region of the cylindrical anode is shown as tensile stress, which is marked in red, especially at the
crack tip region. In this case, the crack propagation is obvious. The penny-shaped crack edge lies
close to the material phase boundary, as shown Figures 7b and 8b. Hence, according to Equation (9),
the lithium ion concentration at the crack edge region is relatively higher than in the surrounding
regions as shown in Figures 7d and 8d. Since the hydrostatic stress at the crack tip region is around
2.3 GPa, it leads to the bond stretching far beyond the critical stretch of the lithiated silicon. Therefore,
the crack propagation will not stop until the stretch values of the bonds at the crack edge regions
reduce below the critical stretch value.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. Cont.
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(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Result plots of the cylindrical anode with a single horizontal crack in the x-z
mid-plane: (a) initial damage; (b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium
ion concentration.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Result plots of the cylindrical anode with a single horizontal crack in the x-y mid-plane
(crack surface plane): (a) initial damage; (b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and
(d) lithium ion concentration.

5.2.2. Penny-Shaped Crack along the Vertical Plane

In contrast to the spherical energy storage particle model presented earlier, the cylindrical silicon
nanowire model may show different fracture behaviors in the radial direction and longitudinal
direction. Hence, in this case study, the penny-shaped crack along the longitudinal (z-direction)
direction is under investigation. A penny-shaped crack with a diameter of L/4 was located at the
central position in the cylinder model, as shown in Figure 9. However, in contrast to the case study
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in Section 5.2.1, the crack was vertically oriented (or along the x-z mid-plane). Before charging the
lithium ion battery, the cylinder was composed of pure silicon and the lithium ion concentration was
zero throughout the whole structure. During the charging process, the lithium ion concentration
at maximum value was applied to the entire outer surface of the cylinder. As the lithium ion
concentration increased, pure silicon transformed into fully lithiated silicon which led to volume
expansion. The stress and damage induced by this volume expansion are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Figure 9. Cylindrical anode structure with a pre-existing vertical crack.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 10. Result plots of cylindrical anode with a single vertical crack in the y-z mid-plane: (a) initial
damage; (b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.
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The results are presented in the x-z mid-plane view (Figure 10) and x-y mid-plane view (Figure 11).
During the charging process, the material points in the outer surface region were first lithiated and
then expanded whereas the material points in the central region remained undeformed. As a result,
a deformation gradient from outer surface to central cylinder was produced, and hydrostatic stress
increased, especially at the crack edge regions, in accordance with Equations (19)–(23). Figures 10c
and 11c, show the location of compression stress at the outer surface region, which is represented in
blue in the figure. Tension stress exists in the central cylinder region, especially at crack edge regions
where geometrical singularity exists, which is represented as red in the figure. As the crack propagated,
the crack opened which caused relatively high tension stress near the crack surface. Since the crack
propagated close to the material phase boundary, the lithium ion concentration was relatively higher
than surrounding regions in accordance with to Equation (9), as shown in Figures 10d and 11d.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 11. Result plots of cylindrical anode with a single vertical crack in the x-y mid-plane: (a) initial
damage; (b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.

5.2.3. Twin Penny-Shaped Cracks along Horizontal Planes

The case studies in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 focused on the fracture analysis of a single crack
on the symmetry plane of the cylinder structure. Hence, due to symmetric geometry and loading,
the penny-shaped crack propagated along the crack surface plane. However, in reality, multiple cracks
can occur at any position inside the battery electrode. Hence, in this case study, a silicon cylinder with
two cracks not on the symmetry plane was investigated. As shown in Figure 12, twin cracks were
located at the central region with diameters equal to L/4 and the distance between these cracks was
also L/4. Both of the cracks were horizontally oriented. Before charging the battery, the cylindrical
nanowire was composed of pure silicon only. During the charging process, lithium ions at maximum
concentration were applied on the entire outer surface of the cylinder. As a result, the material points
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on the surface became lithiated and expanded while the material points in the central region remained
undeformed. The heterogeneous deformation led to an increase in hydrostatic stress in regions with
geometrical singularity and sped up the diffusion process, as shown in Figure 13.

Figure 12. Cylindrical anode structure with pre-existing twin horizontal cracks.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 13. Result plots of a silicon cylinder with twin horizontal cracks in the x-z mid-plane: (a) initial
damage; (b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.
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Compared with the case in Section 5.2.1, the crack propagation behavior was different. At the
initial stage of the charging process, both cracks propagated along the crack surface plane. However,
as the charging process continued, the upper crack propagated upward from its edge and the lower
crack propagated downwards from its edge. These cracks repelled each other, as shown in Figure 13b.
Due to the heterogeneous volume expansion inside the cylinder, a deformation gradient formed from
surface of the cylinder to the central cylinder. As a result, the hydrostatic stress increased, especially at
the crack edge regions, in accordance with Equations (19)–(23). Since material points at the surface
region experienced expansion during the charging process, the compression stresses were evident,
as represented in Figure 13c. The expansion of these material points caused tensile stress for the
material points in the central region, especially around the crack edge region, as shown in Figure 13c.
Since the crack edge is close to the material phase boundary, lithium ions would have diffused into
regions around the crack edge with higher priority in accordance with Equation (9). Hence, the lithium
ion concentration was relatively higher than surrounding regions, as shown in Figure 13d.

5.2.4. Twin Penny Shape Cracks along Vertical Planes

After the analysis of twin cracks along horizontal planes, a case with twin cracks along vertical
planes was also considered. In this case study, twin vertical oriented cracks were arranged in the center
region of a silicon cylinder, as shown in Figure 14. The diameters of both cracks were L/4 and the
distance between these cracks was also L/4. Before charging the battery, the silicon cylinder was made
of pure silicon. During the charging process, lithium ions at maximum concentration were applied on
the entire outer surface of the cylinder. Hence, the material particles inside the outer surface region
became lithiated and expanded. This influenced the lithium ion diffusion and hydrostatic stress inside
the cylinder, as shown in Figure 15.

 

Figure 14. Cylindrical anode structure with pre-existing twin vertical cracks.

Figure 15a shows the initial damage in the view of the x-z mid-plane. Early in the charging
process, penny shape cracks propagated along their crack surfaces. However, as the charging process
continued, the left crack propagated towards the left and the right crack propagated towards the right.
Generally, these cracks repelled each other, as shown in Figure 15b. Heterogeneous volume expansion
led to the formation of a deformation gradient from the surface region to the central region. Therefore,
hydrostatic stress rose inside the cylinder in accordance with Equations (19)–(23). The heterogeneous
expansion during lithiation introduced compression stress on material points at the cylinder surface
region, which is marked in blue in Figure 15c. As a consequence, the material points at the central
cylinder region would have suffered from the tensile stress, marked in red. As the crack edge reached
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the material phase boundary, the lithium ion would have diffused into material points in the crack edge
region first. Hence, a relatively high lithium ion concentration at the crack edge region as compared
with its surrounding region was observed, as shown in Figure 15d.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 15. Result plots of twin vertical cracks cylinder in the x-z mid-plane: (a) initial damage;
(b) damage after deformation; (c) hydrostatic stress; and (d) lithium ion concentration.

5.3. Discussion

The results presented show that lithiation can influence the fracture behavior of a battery electrode.
In the perspective of peridynamic theory, crack propagation is calculated based on the bond stretch
which depends on the deformation of the structure. Hence, crack propagation generally depends on
deformation which is induced by lithiation during battery charging. Since the pure silicon transforms
into lithiated silicon, the material properties also change which leads to change in the critical bond
stretch value. The comparison between fracture behavior with and without material phase change has
been discussed in previous works [26,27]. In this article, since the material phase change during the
charging process was also under consideration, the critical bond stretch was also influenced by the
material properties.

For an electrode structure with symmetric geometry, the method of crack propagation is different
depending on the position of the initial crack. If the initial cracks lie on the symmetry plane, cracks
will propagate along the crack surface plane, since the geometry and loading are symmetric. However,
if the initial cracks do not lie on the symmetry plane, the newly formed cracks may not align with
the initial crack. For the twin cracks cases, the two-dimensional penny-shaped cracks turned into
three-dimensional bowl-shaped cracks after the battery as charged. This is because of the material
softening phenomenon during lithiation, as described in [32]. Due to the increase in lithium ion
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concentration, pure silicon at the crack edge regions will transform into lithiated silicon (Li15Si4).
As a consequence, the critical bond stretch is reduced. Hence, the bonds at crack edge region reach
a critical stretch value earlier which leads the crack edge to propagate towards the high lithium
ion concentration region. High hydrostatic stresses exist between the twin cracks, as shown in
Figures 13c and 15c, and the bonds located in these regions may not reach the critical value. However,
in situations of high hydrostatic stress, there is potential for these two cracks to merge into one larger
crack as shown in Figure 15b.

6. Conclusions

In this study, peridynamic theory, in conjunction with the newly developed three-dimensional
peridynamic differential operator approach, was utilized as a new method in three-dimensional fracture
analysis during the lithiation process. Two differently shaped structures, a spherical energy storage
particle and cylindrical nanowire, with different pre-existing cracks, were considered. According to
numerical results, crack propagation is usually influenced by high hydrostatic stresses which yield
bond breakage. In addition, the material phase change from pure silicon to lithiated silicon also
influences the crack propagation. If the model geometry and loading are symmetric, the direction of
crack propagation also depends on the initial crack position. High hydrostatic stresses lie between the
cracks in twin crack cases, which means twin cracks have a potential to merge into one larger crack.

As a summary, it was shown that peridynamic theory is a suitable candidate for prediction
of three-dimensional damage evolution in lithium ion battery electrodes. In peridynamic theory,
the damage formation and evolution can be simplified without remeshing or applying sophisticated
damage criteria. By using peridynamics, one can have better understanding of the failure mechanisms
during the cyclic operation of lithium ion batteries.
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Abstract: We carried out molecular dynamics simulations at various temperatures to predict
the thermal conductivity and the thermal conductance of graphene and hexagonal boron-nitride
(h-BN) thin films. Therefore, several models with six different grain boundary configurations
ranging from 33–140 nm in length were generated. We compared our predicted thermal conductivity
of pristine graphene and h-BN with previously conducted experimental data and obtained good
agreement. Finally, we computed the thermal conductance of graphene and h-BN sheets for six
different grain boundary configurations, five sheet lengths ranging from 33 to 140 nm and three
temperatures (i.e., 300 K, 500 K and 700 K). The results show that the thermal conductance remains
nearly constant with varying length and temperature for each grain boundary.

Keywords: molecular dynamics simulation; h-BN and Graphene sheets; thermal conductance;
thermal conductivity

1. Introduction

Due to its exceptional material properties graphene is a promising material for numerous industrial
applications ranging from nanoelectronics to the aerospace industry. As the strongest man-made material,
graphene possesses a tensile strength of 130 ± 10 GPa, an elastic modulus of 1 ± 0.1 TPa, and also a high
thermal conductivity of 4100 ± 500 W/m·K [1–6].

The discovery of graphene has motivated scientists to study other 2D materials such as hexagonal
boron-nitride (h-BN), which also exhibits noteworthy mechanical, thermal, and electrical properties
but in contrast to graphene, it possesses a natural band gap. The physical structure of graphene;
i.e., a thin-layer of carbon atoms forming a honey-comb lattice structure—enables it to be used in
applications such as hetero-structured photo detectors, strain sensors, and even composites combined
with aluminum to improve heat-dissipation properties [7–10]. Possessing a similar physical structure
as that of Graphene, h-BN shows very good mechanical, thermal insulating, and dielectric properties,
in addition to chemical stability [11]. By using different combinations of stiffness, ultimate tensile
strength and strain, the mechanical properties of h-BN can be tuned and used in advanced applications
such as strain-engineered nano-ribbons, bio-compatible nano-devices and nano-electronics [12].
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The heterogeneous integration of both materials, due to their similar physical structures, results
in the increase of the overall tensile strength, thermal, and electrical conductivities, which is useful for
developing semiconductor-insulators [13–19].

Thermal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the most common technique used to produce thin-film
sheets of graphene and hexagonal boron-nitride. During the fabrication process, polycrystalline growth
leads to grain boundaries and defects along the boundaries of the lattice surface. These defects are
of different shapes; the most common type being pentagon-heptagon shaped. Less common shapes
include square-octagon pairs. The pentagon-heptagon shaped pairs are comprised of homonuclear
boron-boron or nitrogen-nitrogen pairs rather than heteronuclear boron-nitrogen pairs, which constitute
the rest of the hexagonal lattice structure in the entire thin-film sheet. These defects act as dislocations
and cause stress concentrations and phonon scattering of the grains reducing the tensile strength as well
as the thermal and electrical conductivity of the materials, thereby affecting its structural stability during
loading conditions [13–20].

Computational methods such as molecular dynamics (MD) have been employed to study the effect
of grain boundaries. Defect patterns are modelled for symmetric and non-symmetric grain boundaries
that occur at different angles depending on the armchair and zigzag orientation of the defect-patterns
along the lattice structure. The number of grain boundaries increases with increasing misorientation angle
along the boundaries of the polycrystalline lattice structure. This rise in the number of grain boundaries
leads to an enhanced thermal and electrical resistance, which might affect their efficiency. Hence, a basic
understanding of the grain boundaries and their impact on thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties
is essential for potential industrial applications [21,22].

In this study, we carried out MD simulations in order to investigate the thermal properties of h-BN
and graphene sheets containing ultra-fine grains up to 1 nm. The thermal properties were computed for
different sheet dimensions in order to fully understand the effect of the grain boundaries on the surface
of the lattice sheets and their influence on the heat flow across the surface of the materials.

2. Modeling Using Molecular Dynamics

In this study, we used our own C++ script to construct the required grain boundaries while the MD
simulations were done with the LAMMPS package (Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel
Simulator) [23]. Due to the combination of the planar geometry and its high thermo-mechanical and
oxidation-resistant properties, hexagonal boron-nitride can be employed for several other industrial
applications including high temperature membrane filters, as fillers in reinforced polymeric materials,
and high oxidation-resistant coatings for metals such as nickel. Moreover, graphene may be employed
as transparent conducting layer for high temperature thin film device applications where temperatures
can reach up to 1100 ◦C [24–26]. Hence, the influence of various sheet lengths ranging from 33 to 140 nm
and temperatures of 300, 500 and 700 Kelvin on the thermal conductivity of pristine models were
investigated. Studying the thermal behavior of the materials at higher temperatures helped us to better
understand the effect of phonon scattering. In the following sections, the effect of the aforementioned
parameters on thermal conductance for six different grain boundaries will be assessed.

In past numerical studies, it was observed that the optimized Tersoff potential, proposed
by Lindsay and Broido [27], accurately predicts the thermal conductivity of pristine h-BN and
Graphene [13–20]. Hence, this study employs the Tersoff potential for modeling the atomic interaction,
which takes the form [28–31]:

U =
1
2 ∑

i �=j
fc
(
rij
)·[ fR

(
rij
)
+ bij fA

(
rij
)]

(1)

fc being a cutoff function, rij is the distance between atom i and j, bij accounts for the bond order and
the local environment, fR and fA are the repulsive and attractive pair potentials, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the pristine molecular dynamic (MD) model for extracting the thermal conductivity
of single-layer h-BN and Graphene films with the length (denoted as L) of 33 nm. Similar to the work
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in [20], periodic boundary conditions were employed along the width of the h-BN and graphene sheets
in their planar directions for all the developed MD models. Hence, the results obtained implicate
an infinite system of grain boundaries.

Figure 1. The schematic model for the evaluation of the thermal conductivity of single-layer h-BN and
Graphene films with L (denotes the length) ranging 33 to 140 nm.

Figure 2 shows the MD model developed for computing the thermal conductance for both
materials, which is composed of two pristine sheets (red and blue sheets) that are connected by six types
of grain boundary (as shown in Figure 3). We then divided the sample into 20 slabs excluding the fixed
zones at both ends. In Figure 2, LL and LR are the length of the left and right sheets, respectively.

Figure 2. The developed molecular model for the investigation of the thermal conductance of the h-BN
and Graphene sheets.
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Figure 3. The applied grain boundaries between two separated h-BN and Graphene layers.
(a) Symmetric GB’s with vectors (4, 3) | (4, 3) at armchair oriented tilt angle 9.43◦ and formation
energy 2.83 eV/nm, containing 5 hexagonally bonded atoms between each defect pair; (b) Symmetric
GB’s with vectors (2, 1) | (2, 1) at armchair oriented tilt angle 21.8◦ and formation energy 3.44 eV/nm,
containing 1 hexagonally bonded atoms between each defect pair; (c) Symmetric GB’s with vectors
(3, 2) | (3, 2) at armchair oriented tilt angle 13.2◦ and formation energy -i1 3.51 eV/nm, containing
3 hexagonally bonded atoms between each defect pair; (d) Symmetric GB’s with vectors (3, 1) | (3, 1)
at armchair oriented tilt angle 32.2◦ and formation energy -i2 2.91 eV/nm, containing 0 hexagonally
bonded atoms between each defect pair; (e) Non-Symmetric GB’s with vectors (3, 1) | (2, 2) at zigzag
oriented tilt angles 13.89◦ & 30◦ and formation energy -i1 4.82 eV/nm, containing 2 hexagonally
bonded atoms between each defect pair; (f) Non-Symmetric GB’s with vectors (4, 2) | (3, 3) at zigzag
oriented tilt angles 19.1◦ & 30◦ and formation energy 3.23 eV/nm, containing 4 hexagonally bonded
atoms between each defect pair.

To study the thermal conductance between two separate h-BN and Graphene sheets in Figure 2,
we constructed six grain boundaries shown in Figure 3. The 6 plots represent the defect patterns
with varying gap sizes filled with hexagonal boron-nitrogen or graphene-graphene bonds. The rate
of phonon scattering along the grain boundaries has a direct correlation with the increase in defect
concentration. Hence, from several possible combinations of heptagon-pentagon shaped defect pairs,
we have chosen the grain boundaries in which the defect concentration ranges from nil to a few
dislocations located in-between the defect pairs. Furthermore, our choice of grain boundary selection
allows us to study the change in thermal resistivity as the distance between the defect pairs gradually
changes. In the following section, the procedure to construct the grain boundaries is described:

The grain boundaries as depicted in Figure 3 are constructed based on the number of hexagonal
lattices presented between each heptagon-pentagon (5–7 pair) pair along the line of defect.

As explained in [32], the complete polycrystalline h-BN lattice sheets are a combination of
two individual pristine h-BN lattice sheets joined together. The common side of the sheet forms
the molecular grain boundaries based on the angle at which one sheet or both sheets are tilted.
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The misorientation angle θ is the sum of both angles of the left and right domains and can be
computed by θ = θL + θR, where θL and θR are the corresponding angles in the left or right domain
of the polycrystalline h-BN sheets in their respective crystallographic orientations. Each domain is
characterized by the translation vectors, nL, mL, nR and mR. These vectors represent the left and right
domains of the lattice structure and are represented as (nL,mL) | (nR,mR) [22,32].

According to [33], the translation vectors are responsible for the periodic arrangement of the defects
along the grain boundaries. The following expression explains the technique used to calculate the angle
of misorientation by using the corresponding translation vectors.

θ = θL + θR = tan−1
( √

3mL
mL + 2nL

)
+ tan−1

( √
3mR

mR + 2nR

)
(2)

The misorientation angle of the armchair oriented GB’s can be determined from the misorientation
angle of the zigzag oriented GB’s, through the relation:

θarmchair = 60
◦ − θzigzag (3)

From the values of the translational vectors representing the left and right domains and using
them in Equation (2), the misorientation angles were calculated and the symmetric grain boundaries
(Figure 3a–d) could be constructed. GB.1–4 represent the symmetric GB’s.

• GB.1—(4, 3) | (4, 3) 2.83 eV/nm = 9.43◦

• GB.2—(2, 1) | (2, 1) 3.44 eV/nm = 21.78◦

• GB.3—(3, 2) | (3, 2) -i1 3.51 eV/nm = 13.17◦

• GB.4—(3, 1) | (3, 1) -i2 2.91 eV/nm = 32.2◦

Since the angles calculated for the symmetric grain boundaries are oriented in a zigzag manner,
they must be converted to their armchair orientation using Equation (3).

The non-symmetric grain boundaries (Figure 3e,f) were also constructed using Equation (2),
but were not converted into their armchair orientation due to the irregularity in the positioning
of the heptagon-pentagon pairs along the line of defect. From their translation vectors,
the misorientation angles for the non-symmetric grain boundaries were calculated. GB.5 and 6
represent the non-symmetric GB’s.

• GB.5—(3, 1) | (2, 2) 3.23 eV/nm = 13.89◦ & 30◦

• GB.6—(4, 2) | (3, 3) 3.23 eV/nm = 19.1◦ & 30◦

During the construction of the chosen non-symmetric grain boundaries, the formation of adatoms
(additional atoms in the heptagon ring) was unavoidable and hence, a single carbon or boron atom
had to be implemented in the molecular structure to overcome this issue. Edge-dislocations were
particularly observed during the construction of non-symmetric grain boundaries and by reorganizing
the atomic structure it was possible to successfully construct them at the desired misorientation angle.
Strong out-of-plane corrugations may result from the presence of dislocations on the structure. This has
been further investigated in [34]. By choosing the above-mentioned misorientation angles the gap between
neighboring defects were smaller, which facilitates our calculations. More details can be found in [22].

In this study, we employed the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) method [35].
In order to avoid atomic discretion, the atoms are fixed at the beginning and at the end of the model.
(Depicted as the black atoms in Figures 1 and 2). Then, we divided the atomic sheet into several strips
and imposed heat conduction to atomic sheets. The temperature at each strip may be determined as:

Ti(Strip) =
2

3NikB
∑

i

P2
i

2mi
(4)
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where, Ti denotes the temperature of ith strip, Ni is the number of atoms in ith strip, kB is the Boltzmann’s
constant, mj is atomic mass of atom jth and Pj indicates the atomic momentum of atom j, respectively.

h-BN and Graphene sheets were firstly relaxed at 300 K using the Nosé–Hoover thermostat (NVT)
method [36] for 50 ps. Then, the first and last strips were subjected to a temperature difference of 20 K
using the NVT method, while the other strips were governed at a desired temperature and simulated at
constant energy level using the NVT method and NVE ensemble, respectively. Hot and cold sources were
assigned between the first and twentieth slabs, respectively (Figures 1 and 2). After 200 ps the system
reached (heat transfer) a steady-state condition including a transient temperature difference. After this
stage the heat conduction was imposed to the models for 4800 ps, while the energy of the atoms at the hot
strip increases slightly and simultaneously, the energy of the atoms at the cold strip decreases slightly.
This way, the thermal properties can be computed using the average of temperature at each strip.

3. Obtained Results for Thermal Conductivity

To obtain more accurate results from the NEMD simulations, the total energy of the system should
remain constant. In other words, the quantity of the increased and decreased energy in the hot and
cold sources must be the same. Figure 4 explains the possible fluctuation in energy of the atoms
computed at the hot- and cold-strips for both models as well as the pristine sheets. The slope value
for both hot-strip and cold-strips are nearly identical by means of adding and removing energy from
the hot and cold reservoirs constantly, the energy of the atoms is constant at the conducting strips.
Figure 4 depicts the evolution of the energy added to the hot reservoir and removed from the cold
reservoir per unit length of the h-BN and graphene sheets. The curves are following a linear pattern,
which demonstrates that the total energy of the system remains constant during the analysis that in
turn is caused by applying a constant heat flux given by

qx =
dq

A·dt
(5)

where, q is the added or removed energy, A is the cross sectional area of the sheet and dt is the time
increment. Furthermore, the temperature gradient can be calculated based on the slope of the dotted
red line in Figure 5. It is worth noting that, for the sake of better accuracy of dT/dx, the results of
the average temperature of the first and last three layers (as shown in Figure 5) were ignored.

Figure 4. The energy-time graph (the energy added to the hot reservoir and removed from the cold
reservoir) for a sheet with the length of 33 nm. The heat flux in Equation (5) can be calculated based
on the slope of each line. The slope of two drawn linear curves must be the same because the energy
added in the hot source is equal to the energy removed in the cold source during the simulations.
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Figure 5. The temperature gradient along the longitudinal direction including the average temperature
of all twenty layers for a single-layer sheet with length of 33 nm at 300 Kelvin. To calculate a linear
relation of dT/dx, the temperature gradient without the average temperature of the first and last three
layers was considered and dT/dx was determined according to the slope of the dotted red line.

Based on the calculated heat fluxes (qx) and the temperature gradient ( dT
dx ), the thermal

conductivity (k) of h-BN, and Graphene sheets was calculated using the 1D form of Fourier law
as follows:

k =
qx

Across
dT
dx

(6)

where qx is the heat flux, Across is cross sectional area of the sheet, and dT
dx is the temperature gradient.

In Figure 5, it is assumed that the temperature remains constant at both ends of the lattice sheet.
Hence, in a pristine lattice sheet, the temperature tends to drop gradually as the heat flows from
the hotter end to the colder end. This assumption is confirmed by the correlation values obtained from
the MD simulations, showing a linear flow of heat across the pristine lattice sheets.

We carried out MD simulations for models of lengths ranging from 33 to 140 nm. Figure 6 shows
the inverse of computed thermal conductivity for h-BN and graphene models as a function of inverse
length. The thermal conductivity pristine models with infinite length was calculated by fitting a linear
relation. It can be clearly seen in Figure 6 that the thermal conductivity increases with increasing
length of the sheets. In contrast, Figure 6 demonstrates that the thermal conductivity of the sheets
decreases at higher temperature due to the increase in phonon-phonon scattering. As the temperature
increases, the phonon lifetime drops and this leads to the convergence of the thermal conductivity at
lower correlation times [13].

Figure 6. The calculated inverse of thermal conductivity vs. inverse of length of h-BN and Graphene
sheets based on the variation of sheet length and temperature. To extrapolate the thermal conductivity
for infinite sheets, the inverse of the thermal conductivity is plotted versus the inverse of the length.
The dashed-line is employed to demonstrate the length dependence of the thermal conductivity.
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Table 1 represents the computed thermal conductivity of h-BN and Graphene models for
3 temperatures. It should be noted that the thermal conductivity of infinitely long sheets can be
computed by extrapolating the results for finite lengths. Hence, the term effective phonon mean free
path (Λeff) can be explained as:

1
Λe f f

=
1
Λ

+
1
L

(7)

where, L is the length of the pristine sheet. With attention to proportionality of thermal conductivity
to Λeff, the term thermal conductivity for an infinite sheet can be computed by extrapolating
the values to 1/L = 0 [37–39]. Consequently, the effective thermal conductivity can be determined by
the one-dimensional form of the Fourier law:

ke f f = q
L

ΔT
(8)

where, L denotes the length of the cross-section, q is the heat flux of the system, and ΔT is
the temperature difference along the laminate. The predicted thermal conductivity for a single-layer
h-BN is 606.6 W/m· K, which is in good agreement with the predictions of 600 W/m·K in [13],
and the measured experimental value of 390 W/m·K for in-plane thermal conductivity of bulk
h-BN [14]. We obtained a thermal conductivity of single-layer Graphene of 2941.2 W/m·K,
which agrees well with the reported experimental data ranging from 3000 to 5000 W/m· K at room
temperature (300 K) [40–42]. Our predictions also agree well with other predictions in the literature;
see e.g., the contribution in [38] reporting a value for the thermal conductivity of graphene around
2650 W/m·K. In addition, Hahn et al. predicted the thermal conductivity of 262 W/m·K for
a single-crystalline graphene with the sheet length of 200 nm using approach-to-equilibrium molecular
dynamics (AEMD) simulation [43].

Table 1. The obtained temperature dependent results of thermal conductivity in h-BN and
Graphene models.

Thermal Conductivity (W/m·K)

300 Kelvin 500 Kelvin 700 Kelvin

h-BN 606.58 400.26 359.54
Graphene 2941.18 1596.17 1048.22

4. Obtained Results for Thermal Conductance

The thermal conductance of h-BN and Graphene sheets along the six modeled grain boundaries
depicted in Figure 3 was calculated based on the variation of the sheet length and temperature.
The thermal conductance for each model takes the form:

C =
qx

Across·ΔT
(9)

where, qx is the heat flux, Across is the cross sectional area of the sheet and ΔT is the temperature
difference along the interface of two sheets. The heat flux can be calculated using the slope of the energy
curves as shown in Figure 7. As explained in the previous section, the slope of two curves must be
close to each other since the total amount of energy must be constant during the analysis.
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Figure 7. The energy-time graph for a sheet with the length of 33 nm. The heat flux in Equation (5) can be
calculated based on the slope of each line. The slope of two drawn linear curves must be the same because
the energy added in the hot source is equal to the energy removed in cold source during the simulations.

Figure 8 illustrates the temperature gradient for 20-layer at room temperature. For the sake of
conciseness, only the temperature gradient for a sheet with a length of 33 nm is presented. The temperature
difference (ΔT) at the grain boundaries can be computed based on the temperature-position graph.
A sudden drop in the temperature is seen along the transition regions of the two domains, which is
denoted by the gap in the plotted area. The gap indicates the presence of the grain boundaries and
confirms the non-linearity in the heat flow across a polycrystalline sheet. After the heat is transferred
across the line of defects, the flow of heat is linear again. This is confirmed by their respective slopes,
which shows a linear correlation.

Figure 8. Temperature difference at the grain boundary for a single-layer sheet with length of 33 nm
at 300 Kelvin. This temperature difference should be used in Equation (5) for the calculation of
the thermal conductance.

Figure 9 exhibits the computed thermal conductance for h-BN models for six grain boundaries
at different temperatures and lengths. It can be seen in Figure 9 that that the term of thermal contact
conductance for h-BN material is almost independent of temperature and length [13]. As can be seen
from Figure 9, the thermal conductance for h-BN for different sheet lengths, temperatures, and grain
boundaries varies between 11.1 to 30.3 GW/m2·K, which agrees well with the reported values of
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11 ± 1 GW/m2·K in [13]. The insignificant influence of the temperature on the thermal conductance
at grain boundaries can be explained as the heat transfer along the grain boundaries is dominated by
the phonon-defect scattering. As expected, Figure 9 demonstrates that the variation of the sheet length
does not influence the thermal conductance of h-BN films significantly. The maximum variation of
thermal conductance for different sheet lengths with identical grain boundary and temperature is 16%.

Figure 9. Predicted the term of thermal conductance of h-BN material for six grain boundaries, sheet
lengths (330 A, 500 A, 670 A, 1000 A and 1400 A) and three temperatures (300 K, 500 K and 700 K).

Figure 10 depicts the thermal conductance of graphene different grain boundaries in terms
of different sheet lengths and temperatures. It can be seen in Figure 10 that the predicted thermal
conductance of Graphene varies between 34.3 to 68.1 GW/m2·K. The experimentally measured thermal
conductance of graphene was reported around 133 GW/m2·K [4], while the predictions vary from
15 to 45 GW/m2·K [44] and from 0.14 to 0.58 GW/m2·K [43] using the NEMD and AEMD approaches,
respectively. In the case of identical grain boundary and temperature, the maximum variation thermal
conductance of graphene material for five different sheet lengths is around 8%.
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Figure 10. Predicted the term of thermal conductance of Graphene material for six grain boundaries,
sheet lengths (330 A, 500 A, 670 A, 1000 A and 1400 A) and three temperatures (300 K, 500 K and 700 K).

For the sake of better understanding, the variation of thermal conductance for the six studied
grain boundaries in terms of temperature is illustrated in Figure 11. In Figure 11, the term of thermal
conductance was calculated using the same methodology for computing the thermal conductivity
(cf. Equation (7)). In Figure 11a,b, the thermal conductance for six employed grain boundaries varies
between 14.3 to 31.5 GW/m2·K and 38.5 to 69.2 GW/m2·K for h-BN and Graphene, respectively.

Figure 11. Computed the term of thermal conductance of graphene material for six employed grain
boundaries at three temperatures (300 K, 500 K and 700 K) and six grain boundaries. (a) h-BN; (b) Graphene.

Figure 11 demonstrates that the thermal conductance of h-BN and graphene is independent of
the temperature and sheet length. However, small discrepancies in the predicted thermal conductivities
for h-BN films can be observed in Figure 11a.
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5. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, we performed numerical simulations to study the influence of temperature
and sheet length on thermal properties (i.e., thermal conductivity and thermal conductance) of
two materials; i.e., hexagonal Boron Nitride (h-BN) and graphene. Six grain boundaries with
different defect concentrations were used to investigate the thermal conductance along hBN-hBN
and Graphene-Graphene interfaces. The non-equilibrium molecular dynamics method (NEMD) was
employed to simulate and analyze the thermal properties. To verify our results, we first calculated
the thermal conductivity of pristine h-BN and Graphene models and compared these values with
the previous results from the literatures. The computed thermal conductivities of h-BN and Graphene
sheets were close to the measured thermal conductivities of pristine h-BN and Graphene. The results
show that by increasing the sheet lengths, the thermal conductivity in h-BN and Graphene models
increases and by increasing the temperature, the thermal conductivity decreases. On the other hand,
the thermal conductance of the material is independent of the sheet length and temperature.
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Abstract: In this short communication, we conducted first-principles calculations to explore the
stability of boron monochalcogenides (BX, X = S, Se or Te), as a new class of two-dimensional (2D)
materials. We predicted BX monolayers with two different atomic stacking sequences of ABBA and
ABBC, referred in this work to 2H and 1T, respectively. Analysis of phonon dispersions confirm
the dynamical stability of BX nanosheets with both 2H and 1T atomic lattices. Ab initio molecular
dynamics simulations reveal the outstanding thermal stability of all predicted monolayers at high
temperatures over 1500 K. BX structures were found to exhibit high elastic modulus and tensile
strengths. It was found that BS and BTe nanosheets can show high stretchability, comparable to that
of graphene. It was found that all predicted monolayers exhibit semiconducting electronic character,
in which 2H structures present lower band gaps as compared with 1T lattices. The band-gap values
were found to decrease from BS to BTe. According to the HSE06 results, 1T-BS and 2H-BTe show,
respectively, the maximum (4.0 eV) and minimum (2.06 eV) electronic band gaps. This investigation
introduces boron monochalcogenides as a class of 2D semiconductors with remarkable thermal,
dynamical, and mechanical stability.

Keywords: two-dimensional semiconductor; first-principles; mechanical; thermal

1. Introduction

After the great success of graphene [1–3], during the last decade the interest in two-dimensional
(2D) materials has been continuously increased. One of the critical factors that has contributed largely
in astonishing advances in the field of 2D materials is the available advanced theoretical techniques
that enabled researchers to examine the stability of new compositions and estimate properties and
suggest possible synthesis routes [4–7] using pure computational experiments. As an example, in 2015,
successful experimental realization of borophene nanosheets were reported through epitaxial growth
of boron atoms on a Ag surface [8,9]. Nevertheless, prior to these experimental successes, stability,
fabrication conditions, and electronic properties of various borophene structures were theoretically
predicted [10,11]. Currently, the family of 2D materials includes prominent members, such as:
hexagonal boron-nitride [12,13], carbon-nitride 2D networks [14–17], silicene [18,19], germanene [20],
transition metal dichalcogenides [21–23], phosphorene [24,25], and indium monochalcogenides [26].

In the most recent theoretical and experimental work by Cherednichenko et al. [27], the
phase transition in a rhombohedral boron monosulfide (r-BS) bulk layered structure was studied.
Interestingly, the atomic structure of r-BS in the single-layer form is similar to that of indium selenide,
which was recently synthesized in 2D forms by Bandurin et al. [26]. Worthy noting is that the stability of
single-layer indium chalcogenides were first confirmed theoretically by Zólyomi and co-workers [28],
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a few years earlier than the experimental realization [26]. Also noteworthy is that BS monolayers with
four different atomic lattices were most recently theoretically predicted by Fan and co-workers [29].
Motivated by the previous investigations [26,28], in this work we decided to examine the stability of
single-layer boron monochalcogenides, with a chemical formula of BX, where X stands for S, Se, or
Te chalcogen elements. To this aim, we conducted density functional theory calculations to explore
the structural and thermal stability, and the basic mechanical and electronic properties of single-layer
boron monochalcogenides as a class of 2D materials.

2. Computational Method

First-principles density functional theory (DFT) simulations in this work were conducted using
the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [30–32]. The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) exchange-correlation functional of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [33] and plane wave basis
set with an energy cut-off of 500 eV were also employed. The conjugate gradient method within
the tetrahedron method with Blöchl corrections [34] was used for the geometry optimizations, with
termination criteria of 10−5 eV and 0.005 eV/Å for the energy and forces, respectively, using a
19 × 19 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack [35] k-point mesh size. Since the PBE functional underestimates the band
gap values, we used Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) [36] method to report the electronic band gaps
of predicted monolayers. To assess the dynamical stability of BX monolayers, we conducted density
functional perturbation theory (DFPT) simulations for 4 × 4 super-cells within the finite displacement
method using the Phonopy package [37]. The thermal stability of single-layer BX was explored via
ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations for 3 × 3 super-cells with a time increment of 1 fs
and 2 × 2 × 1 k-point mesh size. To evaluate the mechanical properties, we conducted uniaxial tensile
modelling for the unit-cells. To this aim, we increased the size of the periodic simulation box along
the loading direction with a constant engineering strain step. In order to observe the uniaxial stress
condition, the simulation box size along the transverse direction of the loading was changed to reach
negligible stress along this direction.

3. Results and Discussions

Like indium chalcogenides [28], predicted BX nanomembranes in this work also show hexagonal
lattices, in which two layers of columned B atoms are sandwiched between two chalcogen atom layers.
Depending on the arrangement of chalcogen atoms, BX nanosheets can exhibit two different atomic
structures. In accordance with transition metal dichalcogenides’ atomic lattices [38–40], we call the
graphene-like BX with an atomic stacking sequence of ABBA as the 2H structure. On the other hand,
BX nanosheets with a 1T phase present an atomic stacking sequence of ABBC, in which the chalcogen
atoms, either on the bottom or top, are placed in the hollow center of the hexagonal lattice. Figure 1,
illustrates the atomic lattices of 2H- and 1T-BX monolayers. The atomic lattice of BX monolayers can
be well defined by the hexagonal lattice constant and B-B and B-X bond lengths. The lattice parameters
of energy minimized BX monolayers with hexagonal unit-cells are summarized in Table 1. To compare
the stability of 2H and 1T phases, we calculated the energy per atom for BX monolayers and the
results are also included in Table 1. Interestingly, boron monochalcogenides with 1T lattice show lower
energies and, thus, are more stable in comparison with 2H counterparts.
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Figure 1. Top and side views of atomic configuration of single-layer BS with 2H and 1T lattices, with
ABBA and ABBC stacking sequences, respectively. For the right side views the electron localization
function 3D profiles are also plotted. The red box shows the unit-cell which includes four atoms.
The VESTA [41] package was employed to illustrate the atomic structures.

Table 1. Lattice parameters of energy minimized BX monolayers. Here, LB-B and LB-X, Eunit-cell, and
ΔQ stand for B-B and B-X bond lengths, energy per atom of a unit-cell, and Bader results for charge
transfer from a single B atom to a chalcogen atom, respectively.

Structure Lattice Constant (Å) LB-B (Å) LB-X (Å) Eunit-cell (eV) ΔQ

BS
2H 3.041 1.728 1.950 −5.813 1.88
1T 3.056 1.704 1.954 −5.818 1.86

BSe
2H 3.259 1.712 2.087 −5.241 0.68
1T 3.274 1.686 2.087 −5.256 0.58

BTe
2H 3.565 1.713 2.314 −4.720 −0.1
1T 3.589 1.681 2.316 −4.746 −0.11

In order to better understand the bonding nature in boron monochalcogenide nanomembranes,
we also plotted the electron localization function (ELF) [42] for BS monolayers in Figure 1. It is worth
reminding the reader that ELF is a normalized and position-dependent function in which the values
close to one corresponds to a high probability of finding electron localizations, and ELF equal to
one half corresponds to the region of electron gas-like behaviour. We found that for the all boron
monochalcogenides lattices, the ELF values around the centre of all bonds are greater than 0.75,
confirming the covalent bonding nature in this class of 2D materials. As is clear in Figure 1, electron
localizations also occur around the chalcogen atoms, which is due to their higher valance electrons.
To investigate the charge transfer between B and chalcogen atoms, we conducted the Bader charge
analysis [43] and the results for different atomic lattices are also included in Table 1. Interestingly, for
BS and BSe monolayers, considerably higher electronegativity of S and Se atoms in comparison with B
atoms lead to charge gain from B atoms. These charge transfers accordingly induce ionic interactions
between heteronuclear bonds in BS and BSe nanomembranes. In these cases, the charge transfer is
higher for the 2H phase as compared with 1T lattices, resulting in stiffer bonding and smaller hexagonal
lattice constants for 2H lattices. For BTe nanosheets the Bader results, however, suggest that the charge
transfer is convincingly negligible.

In order to analyse the dynamical stability of the single-layer BX lattices, the phonon dispersions
along the high symmetry Γ-M-K-Γ directions were computed and the obtained results are shown in
Figure 2. As is clear for all the predicted monolayers, phonon dispersions are convincingly free of
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imaginary vibrational frequencies and thus they are all stable from dynamical point of view. For all the
structures, in the phonon dispersions two gaps in frequencies are observable. For all the monolayers
before the first gap in the phonons frequency, the chalcogen atoms contribute mostly to the vibrations.
In contrast, boron atoms with lighter atomic weights were found to dominate the vibrations after the
first gap in the phonon dispersions. By increasing the weight of the chalcogen atoms, the gaps in the
phonon dispersions widen. For the predicted BX monolayers, 1T lattices were found to exhibit slightly
higher frequencies in comparison with 2H phases.

Figure 2. Phonon dispersions of free-standing and single-layer BX nanosheets.

Thermal stability at high temperatures is another critical property that is highly desirable for every
material in engineering applications. We, therefore, next examined the thermal stability of single-layer
boron monochalcogenides using the AIMD simulations at high temperatures. To this goal, AIMD
calculations were conducted at different temperatures of 500 K, 1000 K, 1500 K, and 2000 K, for 15 ps
long simulations. Snapshots of the BX monolayers with 2H and 1T phases after the 15 ps of AIMD
simulations at high temperatures of 1500 K and 2000 K are illustrated in Figure 3. As a remarkable
finding, all predicted BS and BSe monolayers were found to stay intact at the high temperature of
2000 K. As is clear, nevertheless, BTe monolayers with the both 2H and 1T lattices were disintegrated
at 2000 K. The obtained results confirm the outstanding thermal stability of BX monolayers, which are
all able to keep their structures intact at high temperatures, like 1500 K. As it was discussed earlier, 1T
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phases were found to be more energetically favourable since their lattice energies were slightly lower
than those of 2H lattices. Higher energetic stability of 1T phases suggest that they are more probable
to be experimentally realized, which is in agreement with the r-BS bulk layered structure with the
well-known 1T atomic lattice [27]. Our results shown in Figure 3, confirm no sign of 2H to 1T phase
transition at high temperatures, as 2H phases could keep their original hexagonal and graphene-like
lattices intact. This finding not only reveals the remarkable thermal stability of BX nanomembranes
with 1T and 2T phases, but also shows that the energy barriers for 2H to 1T phase transition in BX
monolayers are considerably high, which cannot be passed by high temperature annealing.

Figure 3. Snapshots of single-layer boron monochalcogenides at different temperatures of 1500 K and
2000 K after the AIMD simulations for 15 ps.

In Figure 4 band structures of BX monolayers along high symmetry directions predicted by PBE
method are illustrated. Our results indicate that all boron monochalcogenides monolayers are wide
and indirect band gap semiconductors. This observation suggests the limited application prospect of
predicted monolayers as nanotransistors in post-silicon electronic. For the all BS monolayers valence
band maximum (VBM) occurs around the Γ point. For the single-layer boron monochalcogenides with
1T atomic lattice, conduction band minimum (CBM) happens around the M point. In the case of BX
monolayers with 2H atomic configuration, the CBM, however, occurs at M and K points. The band
gaps of BS, BSe, and BTe monolayers with a 2H lattice within the PBE functional were measured
to be 2.8 eV, 2.07 eV, and 1.49 eV, respectively. The corresponding values for 1T-BS, -BSe, and -BTe
monolayers were found to be higher, 2.87 eV, 2.5 eV, and 1.7 eV, respectively.
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Figure 4. Band structure of single-layer BS, BSe, and BTe with 2H and 1T atomic lattices predicted by
the PBE functional. The Fermi energy is aligned to zero.

Since the PBE method underestimates the band gap, we employed the HSE06 functional to more
accurately report the band gap values in these 2D systems. For 2H-BS, -BSe, and -BTe, the band gaps
were measured to be 3.85 eV, 2.96 eV, and 2.07 eV, respectively. In accordance with PBE results, the
band gap of 1T lattices were found to be slightly higher, 4.0 eV, 3.43 eV, and 2.45 eV for single-layer
BS, BSe, and BTe, respectively. As is clear, BS and BTe monolayers exhibit the largest and narrowest
band-gaps, respectively.

Mechanical properties are among the most critical properties of any material for the design
of nanodevices [44–54]. We finally study the mechanical properties of boron monochalcogenides
predicted in this work. In Figure 5, the DFT predictions for the uniaxial stress-strain responses of
single-layer BS, BSe, and BTe with 2H and 1T atomic lattices elongated along the armchair and zigzag
directions are compared. For all of the predicted monolayers, the stress-strain response starts with an
initial linear relation which is followed by a nonlinear trend up to the ultimate tensile strength point.
The slope of the initial linear section of stress-strain curve is equal to the elastic modulus. In this work
in order to report the elastic modulus, we fitted linear lines to the stress-strain values for the strain
levels below 0.01. Within the elastic region, the strain along the traverse direction (εt) with respect to the
loading strain (εl) is constant and can be used to evaluate the Poisson’s ratio, using: −εt/εl. In Table 2,
the mechanical properties of these 2D structures are summarized. Our results for the uniaxial loading
along the armchair and zigzag directions show that linear sections coincide closely. As is also shown
in Table 2, the elastic modulus along both considered loading directions are close, which suggest
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convincingly isotropic elasticity in the predicted BX monolayers. In contrast, the nonlinear sections of
stress-strain responses are different depending on the loading direction. Interestingly, along the zigzag
direction these systems show considerably higher tensile strength and stretchability as well. As is clear,
the mechanical properties decline from BS to BTe. For the all BS monolayers, 2H lattices are stronger
than 1T phases. Interestingly, the strain at ultimate tensile strength which is the representative of the
stretchability, is very high for BS and BTe monolayers with 2H lattice for the loading along the zigzag
direction. Notably, along the zigzag direction the strain at ultimate tensile strength of 2H-Bs and -BTe
monolayers were found to be 0.26 and 0.3, respectively, comparable to that of the pristine graphene
(~0.27 [55]) and hexagonal boron-nitride (~0.3 [56]).

 
Figure 5. Uniaxial stress-strain responses of single-layer and free-standing boron monochalcogenides
with 2H and 1T phases stretched along the armchair and zigzag directions.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of single-layer BS, BSe and BTe with 2H and 1T atomic lattices along the
armchair and zigzag directions. Y, P, UTS and SUTS stand for elastic modulus, Poisson’s ratio, ultimate
tensile strength, and strain at ultimate tensile strength point, respectively. Stress units are in N/m.

Structure Yarmchair Yzigzag Parmchair Pzigzag UTSarmchair UTSzigzag SUTSarmchair SUTSzigzag

BS
2H 203 201 0.13 0.12 15.17 20.31 0.12 0.26
1T 195 193 0.13 0.12 12.69 17.60 0.11 0.23

BSe
2H 162 159 0.17 0.14 12.72 14.92 0.13 0.18
1T 155 155 0.17 0.14 10.15 11.89 0.11 0.15

BTe
2H 131 130 0.17 0.14 11.36 14.01 0.15 0.3
1T 122 121 0.17 0.14 11.00 8.66 0.12 0.27

4. Conclusions

In this work we introduced boron monochalcogenides as a class of 2D materials. Two different
atomic lattices for BS, BSe, and BTe monolayers with stacking sequences of ABBA and ABBC were
considered. According to first-principles density functional theory simulation results, all predicted
monolayers were found to be dynamically stable. Ab initio molecular dynamics simulations reveal
the remarkable thermal stability of all predicted monolayers at high temperatures over 1500 K.
Electronic band structures confirm that all predicted single-layer boron monochalcogenides are indirect
band gap semiconductors. According to the HSE06 method results, the band gaps of BS, BSe, and BTe
monolayers with 2H atomic lattices were found to be 3.85 eV, 2.96 eV, and 2.07 eV, respectively. In this
regard, the electronic band-gap of 1T lattices were found to be slightly higher, 4.0 eV, 3.43 eV, and
2.45 eV for single-layer BS, BSe, and BTe, respectively. Our first-principles results confirm convincingly
isotropic elasticity and highly anisotropic tensile strengths in 2H and 1T boron monochalcogenide
nanomembranes. It was found that along the zigzag direction these nanosheets show considerably
higher tensile strength and stretchability as well. As an interesting finding, the stretchability of BS
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and BTe nanomembranes along the zigzag were found to be comparable to that of the graphene and
hexagonal boron-nitride. This study introduces a class of stable and strong 2D materials with inherent
semiconducting electronic characters and, thus, we are hopeful that the obtained result can motivate
future experimental and theoretical studies to explore the possible synthesis routes and new physics
and chemistry of these nanomembranes.
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Abstract: Polyethylene (PE) gas pipes can be jointed together by electrofusion PE fittings, which have
sockets that are fused onto the pipe. Additionally, electrofused PE patches can be used to repair
defected pipes. When these pipelines are buried under the ground, they can experience sever
local stresses due to the presence of pipe joints, which is superimposed on the other effects
including the soil-structure interaction, traffic load, soil’s column weight, a uniform internal pressure,
and thermal loads imposed by daily and/or seasonal temperature changes. The present contribution
includes two cases. At first, stress variations in buried polyethylene gas pipe and its socket due
to the aforementioned loading condition is estimated using finite element. The pipe is assumed
to be made of PE80 material and its jointing socket material is PE100. Afterward, the effects of
aforementioned thermo-mechanical loads on the stress distribution in patch repaired buried pipes are
well investigated. The soil physical properties and the underground polyethylene pipe installation
method are based on the American association of state highway and transportation officials and
American society for testing and material standards. The computer simulation and analysis of stresses
are performed through the finite element package of ANSYS Software. Stress concentrations can be
observed in both components due to the presence of the socket or the repair patch. According to
the results, the electrofusion sockets can be used for joining PE gas pipes even in hot climate areas.
The maximum values of these stresses happen to be in the pipe. Also, the PE100 socket is more
sensitive to a temperature drop. Additionally, all four studied patch arrangements show significant
reinforcing effects on the defected section of the buried PE gas pipe to withstand applied loads.
Meanwhile, the defected buried medium density polyethylene (MDPE) gas pipe and its saddle fused
patch can resist the imposed mechanical and thermal loads of +22 ◦C temperature increase.

Keywords: buried gas distribution pipes; electrofusion socket joints; patch repair; medium density
polyethylene (MDPE); high density polyethylene (HDPE); Von Mises stress; finite element method;
temperature variation

1. Introduction

Petroleum, natural gas, and condensates are naturally occurring substances which are discovered
within the Earth’s crust, are thought to originate from decomposed animal and plant matter. Scientists
believe the plants and animals died in the distant past, and were gradually buried by thick layers of
sediments. Over a long period of time, and with pressure and temperature, the organic materials were
transformed into the oil and gas which are found today. When oil and gas are removed from the ground
they are sent to refineries by pipelines. Then, many products from these materials, which potentially
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contain several chemicals called hydrocarbons, can be obtained including energy for power, motor
oil, gasoline for cars, diesel fuel for trucks and trains, hi-octane fuels for planes, heating oil for houses
etc. Several other materials also come from petroleum such as plastics, asphalt, grease, lubricating oil,
materials for clothes, chemicals for everyday use, paints etc. Since oil has natural gas in it, when oil
is produced often some gas is produced with the oil if natural gas is in the solution. The majority of
oil is trapped in the tiny pore spaces between grains of rock or sand. Oil and gas are discovered in
natural traps which consist of domes or faults within the earth. Impermeable rock above the trap that
fluid cannot pass through it stops the oil and gas from move up to the surface. Without traps, the oil
and gas could migrate all the way to the surface and evaporate. Figure 1 shows an example of an oil
reservoir with a gas cap.

Figure 1. An example of an oil reservoir with a gas cap.

After geophysicists find reservoirs and process the data to construct pictures of what the earth
looks like underground, drilling companies start to drill into the proposed reservoirs. A drilling rig
is a package of special equipment put together that enables us to create a hole to a projected depth
for producing oil or natural gas [1–4]. Finally, the well is produced into a pipeline, which takes it to
production facilities on surface. The production facilities on surface separate out the gas, oil, and water
into their separate phases. From there, the oil and gas may be refined further before being ready to
market. Finally, the gas and oil can be sold to power cars and heat houses.

High density (HD) and medium density (MD) polyethylene materials are often used to produce
gas pipes. A pipeline network needs a long length pipe to dispatch natural gas. It is troublesome
to produce long pipes, hence the needed lengths of pipe is assembled by connecting short pipes
together. Additionally, in order to construct long pipe networks, it is essential to utilize joining
methods such as butt-welding, electro-fusion, mechanical joining etc. Mainly, electro-fusion joint
is extensively employed since it is empirically feasible to perform even in areas where access is
restricted. Generally, buried pipes are divided into two categories: flexible pipes, where the pipe
deforms under applied loads at least 2 percent of the pipe diameter without any effect to the pipe
material, and rigid pipes, where the pipe structure changes (for example with crack creation) in
the mentioned deformation [5]. PE pipes behave as flexible pipes when installed underground.
In the underground application of PE pipes, the installation procedure and the design method are
of great importance for natural gas distributor companies. The first step in buried pipe design is to
determine the soil dead load and surcharge loads on the pipe and ensure the safe operation of the
PE pipes for a long period of time. The load resulted from soil column weight, vehicle wheel, pipe
internal pressure, and daily or seasonal temperature changes which induced horizontal and vertical
deflections along with significant stresses in the pipe wall. Consequently the soil showed reaction to
the aforementioned pipe action and will limit the pipe deflection. Several experimental and analytical
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methods have been proposed by researchers to calculate the applied loads, deflections, and stresses on
the buried pipes that, although suitable for most underground applications, do not produce accurate
results [6]. The modern buried-pipe design was proposed by Marston from Iowa University in the
early 20thcentury [6,7]. Spangler continued theoretical studies on flexible buried pipes by assuming
soil and pipe as linear elastic materials and proposed Iowa’s modified formula to predict deflection
in flexible buried pipes [7]. Afterward flexible pipe materials including aluminum, polyvinyl, and
polyethylene were used in underground applications to improve pipe-soil behavior and reduce costs.
Pipe-soil interaction is a combination system that significant share of the applied load is carried by
the soil around the pipe which makes it difficult to calculate the induced stresses in the pipe material.
One of the strongest numerical approaches to investigate underground structure responses to the
applied loads is the finite element method. Abaqus and Ansys software has been used by several
researchers for three-dimensional modeling of the aforementioned structures. In this research, the
methods discussed in contributions on finite element modeling of buried polyethylene gas pipes
which can be found in references [8–13] are used to further investigate the stress distribution in special
cases of buried polyethylene gas pipe problems which are subjected to the local geometry changes
compared to simple buried pipes. This study can be divided in two parts. In the first part, the case
of joining buried PE pipes by electrofusion socket joints is well discussed. In the second part of the
research, four different patch arrangements used to repair defected buried pipes are investigated,
and their reinforcing effects on damaged parts are discussed. The pipe, socket/patch, the soil grades
surrounding them, and the underground installation procedure and burial depth are all selected based
on the standards commonly used in gas distribution companies. For both cases, the simultaneous
effects of mechanical loads including pipe internal pressure, vehicle traffic load, soil column load,
and more critical thermal loads of temperature variations in PE pipe and its socket/patch on the
induced stresses in PE80 pipe and PE100 socket/patch materials are investigated using Ansys software.
In both cases when the model is imposed to the aforementioned thermo-mechanical loads, stress
concentrations will appear in the pipe and its socket/patch due to local changes in the pipe geometry.

2. Basic Design Theory

In engineering design, soil classification systems for structural applications are based on soil
mechanical and physical properties including grain sizes. Commonly, AASHTO and ASTM standards
are used as guides for these purposes [5,14]. The investigation of structural behavior of underground
systems starts with the determination of applied loads. The design of underground structures is in
accordance with the principle of soil-pipe interaction. Estimating the loads on structures, including gas
pipelines used in underground space, depends on the pipe installation procedure in the trench that can
be found in ASTM D 2321 standard [15,16]. The mechanical properties of the backfill environment or
embedment should meet the special structural application. The mechanical properties of the soil grades
used for bedding, haunching, initial and final backfill and also asphalt cover, along with installation
dimensions are selected based on references [8–11]. Additionally similar loading conditions are
introduced and imposed.

3. Stress Investigation in Socket Joint of Buried Polyethylene Gas Pipe

The socket material for joining MDPE buried gas pipes was selected from the PE100. Based on
references [8–11] PE80 material was selected for the pipe. In order to investigate the stress distribution
in a pressurized PE gas pipe, the value of 11 was selected for pipe and its socket SDR (Standard
dimension ratio) Geometrical and mechanical properties of PE100 socket material are presented in
Table 1 [17].
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Table 1. Geometrical and mechanical properties of PE100 socket.

Geometrical Properties Mechanical Properties

SDR
Outer Diameter

(mm)
Wall Thickness

(mm)
Modulus of

Elasticity
Yield Strength

(MPa)
Rupture

Strength (MPa)
Poisson’s

Ratio
Thermal Expansion

Coefficient ( 1
°C )

11 110 10 1034 24.8 35.1 0.4 0.0002

The type of the joining is electro fused socket where the related dimensions are presented in
Figure 2.

Socket dimensions 

D (mm) T (mm) L (mm) H (mm) 

90 58 118 130 

Figure 2. Selected socket geometry and dimensions for the investigated PE pipe [18]. D: Socket inside
diameter; T: Inner length; L: Socket length; H: Socket height.

Generally, PE100 material is the proper option to join PE80 pipes. PE100 material has the minimum
allowable stress of 10 MPa for a working life of 50 years in 20 ◦C design temperature. In contrast,
the minimum allowable stress for PE80 material for a working life of 50 years in 20 ◦C design
temperature is as low as 8 MPa. PE100 material shows better resistance against perforation than PE80
material. Additionally, PE100 material shows better resistance to fast crack propagation in comparison
to PE80 material. This means if a crack initiates in a PE100 material, it will stop propagating in a short
length. This advantage is of great importance especially for pipes loaded under high pressure values
that fast crack propagation is of magnificent importance. PE100 material shows good behavior against
creep rupture compared to PE80 material. Additionally, for two different PE100 and PE80 pipes with
the same SDR, PE100 pipe material can be used for higher pressure values. That means with the same
inside pressure for PE100 and PE80 pipe material, the wall thickness of PE100 pipe material can be
chosen 19% less than that of PE80 pipe material [19].

To investigate the stress distribution in the socket the simultaneous effects of soil column
weight, traffic wheel load, pipe and socket temperature changes, internal pressure are considered and
implemented in ANSYS (V12, ANSYS, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) software. Figure 3 illustrates a typical
finite element model of pipe and socket subjected to internal pressure. It should be noted that the
dimension of the model upper surface is x = 1.5 m and z = 1.5 m. Furthermore, because of the identical
effect of the concentrated and distributed wheel load in the selected installation depth, the effect of
distributed wheel load on the pipe and its socket is investigated. Additionally the soil-pipe interaction
is also incorporated in the model by using face-to-face contact elements (conta 172 and target 170).
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Figure 3. Typical finite element model of pipe and socket subjected to internal pressure.

4. Evaluation of the Results

As previously mentioned, the effect of traffic load, soil weight, temperature changes, internal
pressure, and the presence of the local changes in the pipe geometry were all included to investigate
their overall effects on the stress distribution in the buried PE80 pipe and its related socket joint
from PE100 material. For the following section of this research, the value of 1.5 is selected for the
design coefficient (factor of safety). Considering the operating temperature of 35 ◦C for underground
pipes buried at a depth of 125 cm, based on climate conditions in hot areas and Ahvaz city [8–13,20],
according to the reported minimum strength value for polyethylene PE100 material [21], the design
stress (maximum allowable stress) for this research is 5.4 MPa. Additionally, this value of design
stress is calculated to be 4.3 MPa for the PE80 pipe material. In all stages of the next section of this
investigation, the mentioned values are considered as the maximum applicable stresses on the pipe.

4.1. Results of Finite Element Solution for the Socket Jointed Buried Pipe

In this section, various thermal and mechanical loadings applied to the buried socket jointed
polyethylene gas pipe during the operation period are considered to be software inputs, and the
resulting induced stresses are evaluated and discussed using finite element method.

The geometry and the installation procedure of the socket jointed polyethylene pipe are similar
to that of normally buried polyethylene pipe which is well described [8–12]. Therefore, the same
temperature variations for the buried pipe impose to the socket too.

The finite element results for maximum values of Von Mises and axial stresses under the
simultaneous effects of the soil column weight, pipe internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and
temperature variations of +5 ◦C, −15 ◦C and 0 ◦C (no variation) in the buried pipe and its socket are
calculated and presented in Table 2.The maximum axial stress and the maximum Von Mises stress
values in the wall of buried socket joint of the gas distribution pipe under the simultaneous effect
of mechanical loads including soil load, internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and thermal loads in
the form of maximum temperature drop of 15 ◦C and increase of 5 ◦C are calculated and plotted
in Figure 4. For Figure 4, the coordinate system is selected so that the origin of the horizontal axes
represents the socket internal surface and the stress variations are plotted from the origin to the socket
crown. As expected, the upper curves pertain to the temperature decrease. Additionally, the dashed
curve indicates the allowable stress value for design temperature of 35 ◦C based on a 50-year life
expectancy for the pipe and socket material. Additionally the Von Mises stresses variations are plotted
from the socket internal surface to its crown.
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Table 2. The simultaneous effect of soil column pressure, pipe internal pressure, vehicle wheel load,
and temperature variations.

Item Maximum Stress (MPa) ΔT = 0 ◦C ΔT = +5 ◦C ΔT = −15 ◦C

Pipe Axial stress 0.56 0.21 1.86
Von Mises stress 2.19 2.30 2.45

Socket
Axial stress 2.52 1.74 4.14

Von Mises stress 2.6 2.11 4.5

Figure 4. Maximum axial and Von Mises stress variations in the wall of buried socket joint (the
simultaneous effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and temperature variations).

Figure 5 shows the simultaneous effect of the aforementioned mechanical and thermal loads
on the maximum axial and the maximum Von Mises stresses along the socket length of the buried
polyethylene gas pipe. The origin of the horizontal axis is supposed to be the socket center. As the
result of the geometry and loading symmetry, only the stress values of half of the socket are presented.
Similarly, the dashed line is for the allowable stress values for the material of PE100. Additionally,
maximum axial stress variations and maximum Von Mises stress variations along the half of pipe
length under the simultaneous effect of soil load, internal pressure, and vehicle wheel load and
temperature variations are calculated and plotted as Figure 6.

Figure 5. Maximum axial and Von Mises stress variations along the socket length (the simultaneous
effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and temperature variations).
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Figure 6. Maximum axial and Von Mises stress variations along the pipe length (the simultaneous
effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and temperature variations).

Considering the presented maximum stress results in Table 2 and Figures 4–6 it can be concluded
that:

1. A daily temperature rise of +5 ◦C decreases the maximum axial stresses in the socket joint from
2.52 MPa to 1.74 MPa which is about 31% and additionally decreases the maximum axial stresses
in the pipe from 0.56 MPa to 0.21 MPa which is about 63%.

2. A daily temperature rise +5 ◦C decreases maximum Von Mises stresses in the socket joint from
2.6 MPa to 2.11 MPa which is about 19% and additionally increases maximum Von Mises stresses
in the pipe from 2.19 MPa to 2.30 MPa which is about 3.8%.

3. A daily temperature drop of −15 ◦C increases maximum axial stresses in the socket joint from
2.52 MPa to 4.14 MPa which is about 64% and additionally increases maximum axial stresses in
the pipe from 0.56 MPa to 1.86 MPa which is about 235%.

4. A daily temperature drop of −15 ◦C increases maximum Von Mises stresses in the socket joint
from 2.60 MPa to 4.50 MPa which is about 73% and additionally increases maximum Von Mises
stresses in the pipe from 2.19 MPa to 2.45 MPa which is about 12%.

5. According to the Figures 4–6, in all cases the maximum values for both axial and Von Mises
stresses occurs at the middle of the socket internal surface while the minimum values of the
aforementioned stresses in the socket occur where the internal surface of the socket joins the pipe
outer surface.

After investigating the effect of socket joints, in the next section the effect of patch repair is well
studied by finite element method.

4.2. Results of Finite Element Solution for the Patch Repaired Pipe

Engineering structures bear or transfer several loads and may be defected during their lifetime
due to several reasons. An understanding of fracture mechanisms plays an important role in structural
materials safe design. Therefore several numerical methods have been used to investigate and
model fracture in materials [22–40]. The calculation of stress distribution in a damaged underground
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polyethylene gas pipe using finite element modeling was well discussed in [9], where several circular
and elliptical shaped defects with various circular hole diameter and ellipse hole diameter ratios
a/b, were modeled at the pipe crown. Additionally, the effect of 4 types of polyethylene patch repair
arrangements on the stress reduction in the aforementioned defected pipes was well investigated by
the computational modeling and analysis tools of ANSYS software [10]. In the following, we continued
the study in references [9,10] to investigate the buried PE pipe with more details and under more
critical loading conditions. The finite element code is used for modeling and analysis of the pipe, patch
and their surrounding and since stress distribution in the pipe wall is very important, 3D brick-type
SOLID95 elements, available in the ANSYS software package elements library, are well employed
to model the physical medium. The SOLID95 element has three degrees of freedom at each node
(translations in the x, y, and z coordinate directions) that makes it very suitable for solving curved
boundary problems. Additionally, to have the best mesh control with a minimal number of finite
elements and to reduce the computational time and costs, the mapped (structured) finite element mesh
which typically has a regular pattern, is performed to control the mesh efficiency. In this research we
study the stress reduction effects on defected polyethylene gas pipes reinforced by polyethylene patches
under sever thermo-mechanical loads for four various patch arrangements including semi-cylindrical,
circular-partial, square-partial and saddle fusion patches to find the optimum patch shape. For the
purpose of finding an appropriate patch shape and geometry, identical thickness (4.763 mm), inside
diameter (114.3 mm) and material properties (PE 100) are considered for all patch types. It is assumed
that the pipe and patch materials behave as linear elastic and have isotropic properties. A typical
pipe-patch arrangement (saddle fusion patch) and related dimensions can be found on Figure 7.
Additionally, the pipe and patch material mechanical properties can be found on Table 3.

Figure 7. Polyethylene pipe and patch arrangement. (a) Two dimensional view (dimensions in mm) of
the cross section of the medium density polyethylene gas pipe. (b) Three dimensional model of patch
repaired pipe showing patch dimensions [8–12,41].

Table 3. Mechanical properties of the PE80 pipe and PE100 patch materials [8–12,41].

Material
Mechanical Properties

Elasticity Module (MPa) Yield Stress (MPa) Poisson Ratio Thermal Expansion Coefficient ( 1
°C )

PE80 427 19.3 0.35 0.0002
PE100 1034 24.8 0.4 0.0002

In the next section we investigate the aforementioned models with more details by superimposing
various thermal loads in the form of temperature variations to the mechanical loads including surcharge
loads, soil column weight, soil-pipe interaction, and inside pressure of 4 bar applied to the repaired
defected polyethylene pipe and its patch. The results of previous section show that the maximum
Von Mises stress values are well below the allowable stresses (based on the design factor of 1.5)
for working life of 50 years at 35 ◦C. Additionally lower values of safety factor (design factor) are
applicable to design underground gas pipes. By selecting the value of 1.25 for safety factor, the values
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of allowable stresses for working life of 50 years at 35 ◦C will be 5.2 MPa and 6.5 MPa for PE80 pipe
and PE100 patch materials respectively. We prefer to use these values for the following section of
the research.

Before starting to investigate the complicated case of underground problem and soil-structure
interaction for buried patch repaired polyethylene gas pipe, we perform verification by finite element
modeling of the patch repaired PE pipe not buried under the ground and only loaded to a final internal
pressure of 4 bars. The results are well described in the following section.

4.2.1. Finite Element Modeling and Solution for an Unburied Patch Repaired Pipe with Circular
Wall Holes

In this section, we use finite element modeling to evaluate stress distribution in a defected unburied
MDPE gas pipe that is repaired by applying a 76.2 mm (3”) long saddle fusion patch to verify the
applicability and accuracy of the computer simulation to solve patch repaired pipe problems and to find
the optimum finite element model dimension for pipe length. Therefore, a 4-inch (nominal diameter)
unburied MDPE pipe and its related patch, which is subjected only to a final pressure of 405,300 Pa (4 bar),
is modeled computationally. The modeled pipe had circular holes with various diameters (5, 7.5, 10, 12.5,
15, 17.5, 20 mm) at the pipe crown, which are repaired by a saddle fusion patch made of high-density
polyethylene material. It is assumed that the related patch is electro fused to the pipe, which creates a
strong continuous connection. A geometric computer model of the pipe and its related patch was created
in ANSYS so that the center of the coordinate system aligned with the center of the pipe and its patch
and the z-axis aligned with the axis of the pipe and its patch. Also, the appropriate boundary conditions
selected for the finite elements in this section is as Equations (1) and (2):

@ z = ± l
2

; uz = 0 (1)

@ x = 0; ux = 0 (2)

The plane strain constraint in the direction of the pipe axis (z-axis) is assumed for the long pipe
where this constraint is applied to the nodes located at the related coordinates as seen in Equation (1).
Additionally, Equation (2) is well applied because of the model and loading condition symmetry in
y-z plane.

Unburied Patch Repair Finite Element Model Evaluation

The good performance of the present method is demonstrated in Table 4 by a number of numerical
examples. Maximum values of hoop and Von Mises stresses in pipe and its related patch for different
hole diameters and pipe lengths derived by the finite element method are presented.

Table 4. Comparing maximum stress values in pipe and patch under internal pressure, investigating
the pipe length size.

Model Dimension Maximum Stress in Pipe Maximum Stress in Patch

Hole Diameter
(mm)

Pipe Length
(m)

Number of
Elements

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

5
0.5 17,520 2.94 2.88 3.4 3.75

1.5
18,889 2.93 2.87 3.39 3.74
24,732 2.92 2.86 3.4 3.73

7.5
0.5 20,968 3.01 2.92 3.16 3.54

1.5
22,337 3 2.91 3.16 3.57
30,056 3.02 2.93 3.14 3.56

10
0.5 19,591 3.04 2.93 3.36 3.61

1.5
20,960 3.03 2.92 3.36 3.61
24,231 3.02 2.91 3.37 3.6
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Table 4. Cont.

Model Dimension Maximum Stress in Pipe Maximum Stress in Patch

Hole Diameter
(mm)

Pipe Length
(m)

Number of
Elements

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

12.5
0.5 9,726 3 2.9 3.56 3.73

1.5
11,095 2.99 2.89 3.55 3.72
17,928 2.98 2.88 3.56 3.71

15
0.5 9,726 3 2.88 3.83 3.66

1.5
11,095 2.99 2.87 3.82 3.65
22,118 2.98 2.89 3.81 3.66

17.5
0.5 10,769 3.02 2.85 3.73 3.92

1.5
12,138 3.01 2.84 3.73 3.92
18,380 3.02 2.86 3.72 3.91

20.0
0.5 10,769 3.01 3.83 3.86 3.98

1.5
12,138 3 3.82 3.85 3.98
18,380 3.02 3.82 3.84 3.99

Additionally, to obtain accurate results, the postulated model was run based on different mesh
conditions and number of elements. Considering the obtained solutions for the hoop and Von Mises
stresses from the finite element solution it can be concluded that:

1. For the patch repaired pipe models and considering the same hole diameter it is clear that for
models longer than 0.5 m, increasing the pipe length will not affect the maximum hoop and Von
Mises stress values at the damage location in the pipe and also in the patch, significantly.

2. Increasing the hole diameter will increase the maximum value of hoop and Von Mises stresses
in the patch. On the other hand increasing the hole diameter will not increase the maximum
value of hoop and Von Mises stresses in the pipe significantly because of the reinforcing effect of
the patch.

3. Comparing the results of various number of elements shows that if the distribution of the
implemented finite elements is done properly, increasing the number of elements will not affect
the results in pipe and patch significantly.

4. According to the results of finite element solution, seen in Figure 8, the maximum values of hoop
and Von Mises stresses in the perforated pipe occur on the internal surface (inside) of the pipe
and around the hole at the sides of the defect location.

Based on these results, the selected mesh type, finite elements, loading conditions, and applied
boundary conditions in this section are appropriate for carrying out the next stages of the research and
can be used to perform finite element modeling of the other three types of patch arrangements which
will be discussed in the next section. Additionally, in order to obtain accurate results the value of 1.5 m
is used for the pipe length in the next modeling stages.
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(a) 

 
(b)  

(c) 

Figure 8. Finite element modeling of sectioned pipe and socket to show Von Mises stress distribution.
(a) Mesh generation and the application of internal pressure. (b) Stress distribution in PE pipe with 1”
diameter circular hole. (c) Stress distribution in PE pipe and patch.

Comparing the Results of Different Patch Arrangements

Before investigating and discussing the complicated problem of buried patch repaired pipelines,
for the better understanding, we decide to evaluate the efficiency of the patch repair in the
reinforcement of the defected unburied pipe. Four different patch arrangements in the form of
semi-cylindrical, circular-partial, square-partial and saddle fusion patches are modeled and discussed.
The same procedure described in previous section is followed and used to calculate the maximum
stresses in the patch and pipe loaded to an internal gas pressure of 4 bar. The number of finite elements
used in this study to model unburied pipe and its patch for various patch arrangements are presented
in Table 5.

The plotted curves in Figure 9 show the variation of maximum Von Mises stress in the defected
patch repaired PE pipe for each kind of patch arrangement and also in unrepaired defected pipe,
versus various hole diameters in the pipe. Additionally, the reduction percentage in maximum stress
values resulted from the application of a special patch repair are shown and compared in Table 6.
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Figure 9. Curves for maximum Von Mises stresses in various patch arrangements for unburied pipe
and patch arrangement.

Table 5. Number of finite elements used to model unburied pipe and its patch for various
patch arrangements.

Hole Diameter (mm)
Number of Finite Elements

Saddle Fusion Patch Semi-Cylindrical Patch Circular Partial Patch Square Partial Patch

5 18,889 18,044 8,198 6,823
7.5 22,.337 20,739 8,198 6,791
10 20,960 20,004 8,198 6,099

12.5 11,095 10,619 8,198 4,933
15 11,095 10,619 8,198 4,933

17.5 12,138 10,881 8,198 5,426
20 12,138 10,881 8,198 5,426

Table 6. Maximum Von Mises stress reduction percentage in the holed pipe for various patch
arrangements under internal pressure.

Hole Diameter (mm)
Maximum Von Mises Stress Reduction in Pipe (%)

Square Partial Patch Circular Partial Patch Saddle Fusion Patch Semi-Cylindrical Patch

5 12.5 7.9 48.6 46.5
7.5 17 15.9 50.9 48.9
10 20.4 20.5 53.2 51.1

12.5 23.4 25.1 55.4 53.5
15 26.3 29.7 57.1 54.8

17.5 29.9 32.3 59.2 57
20 33.5 34.2 61.4 59.3

It can be implied from Figure 9 and Table 6 that:

1. All four patch arrangements have significant effect on the reduction of the maximum Von Mises
stresses in the reinforcement of the damaged section of the pipe.

2. The results of Table 6 show that the percentage of the maximum Von Mises stress reduction in the
pipe increases for larger hole diameters.

3. The most effective patch in the reinforcement of the pipe is saddle fusion arrangement which
reduces the maximum Von Mises stresses about 48%. For square-partial patch, although the effect
is notable, it is less than the other 3 kinds of patches. This patch reduces the maximum Von Mises
stresses by about 8%.

4. The aforementioned curves indicate that semi-cylindrical patch and saddle fusion patch show
similar trends. Additionally, the results of circular-partial patch and square-partial patches are
close to each other.
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5. It can be implied that, the reinforcement effect of semi-cylindrical patch and saddle fusion patch
are significantly more than the other two patch arrangements.

4.2.2. Finite Element Modeling and Solution for a Buried Patch Repaired Pipe with Circular Wall Holes

In this section we continue to investigate the studies in [9,10] with more details and under
more critical loading conditions by superimposing various thermal loads in the form of temperature
variations and the mechanical loads including surcharge loads, soil column weight, soil-pipe interaction
and inside pressure of 4 bar applied to the repaired defected polyethylene pipe and its patch. The trench
dimensions and pipe surroundings are selected based on Figure 10. Also, soil grades which are selected
based on ASTM standards along with model dimensions are depicted on the computer simulation
model in Figure 10.

The results of previous section show that the maximum Von Mises stress values are well below
the allowable stresses (based on the design factor of 1.5) for working life of 50 years at 35 ◦C.
Additionally lower values of safety factor (design factor) are applicable to design underground gas
pipes. By selecting the value of 1.25 for safety factor, the values of allowable stresses for working life of
50 years at 35 ◦C will be 5.2 MPa and 6.5 MPa for PE80 pipe and PE100 patch materials respectively. We
prefer to use these values for the following section of the research. In order to perform a proper finite
element study on the underground structure, it is important to find an appropriate model dimension
which the obtained results not to be dependent on the model size. Therefore, the finite element
simulation of various model sizes are calculated and compared in Table 7.

Figure 10. Finite element model of the patched pipe with surrounding soil subjected too internal
pressure. GW: Well-graded gravels; SM: Silty sands [11].

The results of maximum Von Mises and hoop stresses in the pipe and its patch show that the
upper surface dimension of z × x = (1.5 m) × (1.5 m) is appropriate to perform finite element modeling
of this research, since larger models will not affect the stress values significantly.
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Table 7. Simultaneous effect of soil column weight and internal pressure on maximum hoop and Von
Mises stresses in defected pipe and patch for various x and z values.

Finite Element Model Specifications Maximum Stress in Pipe Maximum Stress in Patch

Hole Diameter
(mm)

Model Upper Surface
Dimension z × x = A

Number Finite
Elements

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

Von Mises
Stress (MPa)

Hoop Stress
(MPa)

5

0.50 m × 0.4143 m 38,986 3.99 4.09 3.39 3.77
0.50 m ×1.00 m 49,182 3.36 3.35 3.37 3.73
1.50 m × 1.00 m 57,594 3.35 3.34 3.37 3.73
0.50 m × 1.50 m 73,537 3.25 3.22 3.36 3.71
1.50 m × 1.50 m 81,068 3.24 3.22 3.35 3.7

20

0.50 m × 0.4143 m 27,036 4.01 3.89 3.95 4.11
0.50 m × 1.00 m 46,977 3.38 3.22 3.87 3.98
1.50 m × 1.00 m 62,011 3.37 3.22 3.86 3.98
0.50 m × 1.50 m 74,326 3.28 3.11 3.84 3.94
1.50 m × 1.50 m 82,994 3.27 3.1 3.38 3.95

The Simultaneous Effects of Thermo-Mechanical Loads on Semi-Cylindrical Patch Arrangement

Figure 11 shows the variations in the maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the buried PE80
pipe that is repaired by a 76.2 mm long semi-cylindrical patch arrangement, versus defect sizes in the
form of circular holes under simultaneous effects of mechanical loads in the form of soil load, 4 bar
internal pressure, vehicle wheel load and various thermal loads in the form of daily and seasonal
temperature variations.

Figure 11. Maximum Von Mises stress variations in the buried pipe for various size circular hole defects
repaired by semi-cylindrical patch (the simultaneous effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle wheel
load and temperature variations).

The upmost curve shows the values of maximum Von Mises stress for the defected pipe before
the application of patch repair and indicates that increasing hole diameter increases the maximum
Von Mises stress significantly. The comparison of this curve with allowable stress value for a working
life of 50 years (dashed line) shows that the imposed stresses in defected pipe are significantly higher
than allowable stress values. For the other four curves which show the maximum Von Mises stress
values in the defected polyethylene pipe repaired by semi-cylindrical patch, the stress values are
well below the results of unrepaired defected pipe and also well below the allowable stress value.
This means the aforementioned patch repair can strengthen the defected part of the pipe as well to
transfer the gas fuel. Additionally, for the investigated defects at a constant temperature variation, the
maximum Von Mises stresses remain approximately constant even by increasing the hole size. The
curves for −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C (no temperature changes), +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C temperature changes
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shows approximately similar trend with hole diameter increase where for these cases the minimum
Von Mises stresses are not increasing significantly for larger hole sizes. Generally stating, the maximum
Von Mises stresses in the pipe increases for higher temperature increases. That means the patch is more
effective in reinforcing defected pipe for lower temperature changes. For example, for a fixed hole
diameter of 20 mm, the stress reduction percentage in the pipe wall are 53%, 53%, 46%, 44%, and 35%
for the temperature changes of −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C respectively. Also, the patch
is more effective in reinforcing defected pipe for larger hole diameters. The maximum stress values are
related to the seasonal temperature increase of +22 ◦C.

Additionally, Figure 12 presents maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the 3” long
semi-cylindrical patch arrangement versus pipe circular hole diameters under simultaneous effects of
mechanical loads and various thermal loads in the form of daily and seasonal temperature variations.
Based on the obtained results, the temperature variations have a significant effect on the maximum
Von Mises stresses in the semi-cylindrical patch itself. The lowest curve on Figure 12 which shows
the lowest values of maximum Von Mises stresses belongs to the situation where no temperature
change is imposed to the pipe and patch at the burial depth under the ground that means it is the
case with the minimum valves of the induced maximum Von Mises stresses compared to the other
temperature changes. Additionally, the uppermost curve fits the data obtained for the maximum
temperature change (+22 ◦C temperature increase, based on seasonal variations), which shows the case
with highest values of induced maximum Von Mises stresses among others. For the semi-cylindrical
PE100 patch material it can be implied that higher temperature changes (both temperature increase
and temperature decrease) impose higher maximum Von Mises stresses. Also, for the cases of low
temperature changes including 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, the maximum Von Mises stresses in the patch show an
increase trend by increasing the pipe hole diameter, while for the cases of higher values of temperature
changes including −15 ◦C, −22 ◦C, +22 ◦C the maximum Von Mises stresses will remain approximately
constant even for larger hole diameters. Based on the calculated results, the semi-cylindrical patch can
reinforce the proposed circular hole modeled defects efficiently. The only problem is that for higher
temperature changes, the maximum Von Mises stress values in the patch itself can be critical which
requires more research and investigation on the other patch configurations.

Figure 12. Maximum Von Mises stress in the semi-cylindrical patch for various sizes of circular hole
defects (the simultaneous effect of mechanical and thermal loads).
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The Simultaneous Effects of Thermo-Mechanical Loads on Circular Partial Patch Arrangement

In this section in order to more investigate to find a proper patch, a circular partial patch
arrangement is designed and its reinforcing effect on the damaged underground PE gas pipe are
being studied. The results of the FE simulation in the form of variations in the maximum values of
Von Mises stresses in the buried PE80 pipe that is repaired by the circular partial patch arrangement,
versus defect sizes in the form of circular hole under simultaneous effects of the previously mentioned
mechanical loads and various thermal loads are depicted in Figure 13.

Similar to the previous case, as expected the upmost curve is related to the values of maximum
Von Mises stresses for the defected pipe prior to circular-partial patch application and shows that for
larger hole diameters, the maximum Von Mises stress increases significantly. Based on the results
of the other five presented curves which shows the maximum Von Mises stresses in the defected
polyethylene pipe repaired by circular-partial patch and comparing these curves with dashed line that
indicates allowable stress values, the imposed stress values are well below the results of unrepaired
defected pipe but slightly above the allowable stress values. Considering the case of 20 mm hole
diameter, the stress reduction percentage in the pipe wall are 31%, 29%, 26%, 24%, and 22% for the
temperature changes of −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C respectively. The results imply
that for the application of the aforementioned patch repair to reinforce the damaged part of the pipe
some stress relief mechanisms must be employed too. Additionally, for the investigated defects at
a constant temperature variation, the maximum on Mises stresses remain approximately constant
even by increasing the hole size. The curves for −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C temperature
changes shows approximately similar trend with hole diameter increase. The maximum stress values
are related to the seasonal temperature increase of +22 ◦C.

Figure 13. Maximum Von Mises stress variations in the buried pipe for various size circular hole
defects repaired by circular partial patch (the simultaneous effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle
wheel load and temperature variations).

Additionally, the maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the circular partial patch arrangement
versus pipe circular hole diameters under simultaneous effects of aforementioned mechanical loads
and various thermal loads in the form of daily and seasonal temperature variations are presented in
Figure 14. According to the obtained results, the temperature variations have significant effect on the
maximum Von Mises stress variations in the circular partial patch. The lowest curve on Figure 14
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belongs to the situation where no temperature change is imposed to the pipe and patch at the burial
depth under the ground that means it is the case with the minimum valves of the induced maximum
Von Mises stresses. Additionally, the uppermost curve fits the data obtained for the maximum
temperature change (+22 ◦C temperature decrease, based on seasonal variations), which shows the
case with highest values of induced maximum Von Mises stresses among others. For the circular
partial PE100 patch material it can be implied that higher temperature changes (both temperature
increase and temperature decrease) impose higher maximum Von Mises stresses.

Figure 14. Maximum Von Mises stress in the circular partial patch for various sizes of circular hole
defects (the simultaneous effect of mechanical and thermal loads).

For higher temperature changes, including a +22 ◦C temperature increase and a −22 ◦C
temperature decrease, the maximum Von Mises stresses are above the allowable stress which means
applying circular partial patches in these areas cannot be suggested. For lower temperature changes
including −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, and +5 ◦C the maximum Von Mises stresses are well below the allowable
stress limit, which means the circular partial patch is applicable in the areas with the temperature
changes up to the mentioned values.

The Simultaneous Effects of Thermo-Mechanical Loads on Square Partial Patch Arrangement

The same procedure which was discussed for semi-cylindrical and circular partial patches in the
two previous sections is used to investigate square partial patch arrangement by finite element method.
The results of Ansys simulation for the variations in the maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the
buried PE80 pipe that is repaired by a square partial patch arrangement, versus defect sizes in the
form of circular hole under simultaneous effects of mechanical loads in the form of soil load, 4 bar
internal pressure, vehicle wheel load, and various thermal loads in the form of daily and seasonal
temperature variations are depicted in Figure 15.

Comparing the curves showing the results of maximum Von Mises stress values for various
temperature changes and the upmost curve which is related to the defected unrepaired pipe, shows
that square-partial patch arrangement plays an important role in decreasing maximum stress values
and strengthening the defected part of the pipe. For more understanding, considering the case of the 20
mm hole diameter, the results show the stress reduction percentage in the pipe wall are 29.5%, 29.2%,
25.6%, 24.3%, and 21.7% for the temperature changes of −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C
respectively, which shows that patch has more reinforcing effects for lower temperature changes. Even
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though, the square-partial patch has significant effect on reinforcing the defected pipe and decreasing
the maximum Von Mises stress values, but comparing the results with the dashed line of allowable
stress shows that the induced maximum Von Mises stresses are slightly higher than allowable stress
values. Therefore, if we decide to use this kind of patch, more researches should be conducted to obtain
some stress relief mechanisms. Additionally, the curves show similar trends for different temperature
changes. Furthermore, comparing these curves with the results obtained for circular-partial patch
shows approximately similar trends between these two cases.

Figure 15. Maximum Von Mises stress variations in the buried pipe for various sizes of circular hole
defects repaired by square partial patch (the simultaneous effect of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle
wheel load and temperature variations).

Additionally, the maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the square partial patch arrangement
versus pipe circular hole diameters under simultaneous effects of aforementioned mechanical loads
and various thermal loads in the form of daily and seasonal temperature variations are presented in
Figure 16. As can be implied, the temperature variations have a significant effect on the variation of
the maximum Von Mises stresses in the square partial patch. The lowest curve on Figure 16 belongs
to the situation where no temperature change is imposed to the pipe and patch at the burial depth
under the ground that means it is the case with the minimum valves of the induced maximum Von
Mises stresses. Additionally, uppermost curve fits the data obtained for the maximum temperature
change (+22 ◦C temperature increase, based on seasonal variations), which shows the case with highest
values of induced maximum Von Mises stresses among others. It is clear that for low temperature
changes, including 0 ◦C and +5 ◦C, the maximum Von Mises stresses in the patch increases for larger
hole diameters. For higher temperature changes including −15 ◦C, −22 ◦C, and +22 ◦C the results
will remain approximately constant even by increasing hole diameter. For the square partial PE100
patch material it can be implied that higher temperature changes (both temperature increase and
temperature decrease) impose higher maximum Von Mises stresses. The curves showing the data of
patch stress results are below the allowable stress of the patch material except for the case of +22 ◦C
temperature increase.
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Figure 16. Maximum Von Mises stress in the square partial patch for various sizes of circular hole
defects (the simultaneous effect of mechanical and thermal loads).

The Simultaneous Effects of Thermo-Mechanical Loads on Saddle Fusion Patch Arrangement

In the previous parts, three patch repair configurations were introduced and discussed in details.
Finite element solutions for investigating the stress distribution in the aforementioned patch repairs to
find the effectiveness of the proposed patch arrangements gave us the knowledge that semi-cylindrical
patch configuration can effectively reinforce the defected part of the pipe. For the sake of finding
a more reliable patch configuration we decide to investigate a full-cylindrical (called saddle fusion)
patch repair. In order to verify the finite element model dimension, in Section 4.2.2 the variation of
maximum Von Mises stresses in the repaired defected buried polyethylene gas pipe and its 3 inch long,
saddle fusion patch under mechanical loads is well discussed. Figure 17 shows the variations in the
maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the buried PE80 pipe that is repaired by a saddle fusion patch
arrangement, versus defect sizes in the form of circular hole under simultaneous effects of mechanical
loads in the form of soil load, 4 bar internal pressure, vehicle wheel load, and various thermal loads in
the form of daily and seasonal temperature variations. The comparison of the curves resulted from
saddle fusion patch repair for various temperature changes of −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C
with the upmost curve which shows the maximum Von Mises stress values for defected pipe before
repair shows that the saddle fusion patch repair effectively reinforces the damaged part of the pipe to
reliably transfer the gas. Additionally, comparing the mentioned five curves with the dashed line that
indicates allowable stress values for PE80 pipe material shows that the maximum Von Mises stress
values are well below the allowable stress. For more clarification considering the case of 20 mm hole
diameter, the results show the stress reduction percentage in the pipe wall are 54%, 56%, 45%, 43%,
and 36% for the temperature changes of −22 ◦C, −15 ◦C, 0 ◦C, +5 ◦C, and +22 ◦C respectively. All the
five curves show similar trends.
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Figure 17. Maximum Von Mises stress in buried pipe for circular hole defects, saddle fusion patch
repaired (simultaneous effects of soil load, internal pressure, vehicle load and temperature variations).

Figure 18 presents maximum values of Von Mises stresses in the 3 inch long, saddle fusion patch
arrangement versus pipe circular hole diameters under simultaneous effects of previously mentioned
mechanical and various discussed thermal loads. The obtained results show that, the temperature
variations have significant effect on the maximum Von Mises stresses in the saddle fusion patch.
similar to the 3 previously discussed patch arrangements the lowest curve on Figure 18 belongs to the
situation where no temperature change is imposed to the pipe and patch at the burial depth under the
ground that means it is the case with the minimum valves of the induced maximum Von Mises stresses.
Additionally, the uppermost curve fits the data obtained for the maximum temperature change (+22 ◦C
temperature increase, based on seasonal variations), which shows the case with highest values of
induced maximum Von Mises stresses among others. For the saddle fusion PE100 patch material it can
be implied that higher temperature changes (both temperature increase and temperature decrease)
impose higher maximum Von Mises stresses. For all curves, the maximum Von Mises stress values in
the patch will increase for larger hole diameters. For all cases, the maximum Von Mises stresses are
well below the allowable stress limit for PE100 material which means the saddle fusion patch is well
applicable to repair the proposed defects in even hot areas. Therefore, the results show the application
of 3” saddle fusion patch is advisable for the proposed loading condition.
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Figure 18. Maximum Von Mises stress in 3 inch long, saddle fusion patch for various sizes of circular
hole defects (the simultaneous effect of mechanical and thermal loads).

5. Conclusions

In the present contribution a simple and effective computational method is developed to
treat actual industrial fully three-dimensional complicated problems of large underground space.
The finite element method is used to investigate stress distribution in buried gas pipe subjected
to thermo-mechanical loads and stress concentrations due to changes in the geometry. This study
was divided in two parts. In the first case, stress values were calculated for the socket joint of the
buried PE pipe so that by applying the proper pipe joints, the stress be reduced to levels below the
allowable values. For the second part, the effects of thermo-mechanical loads on the stress distribution
in patch repaired buried pipes are well investigated. For this purpose, in this research, 3D finite
element modeling of buried gas pipe and its socket/patch is performed using ANSYS software. Stress
variations in the buried MDPE gas pipe and high density polyethylene (HDPE) socket/patch were
fully investigated in a hot climate region to determine the critical stress values caused by stress
concentrations at the pipe and socket/patch, enabling us to find the applicable method for joining or
repairing MDPE gas transportation piping in such areas. The optimum burial depth was found to be
1.25 m, while the maximum and minimum ground surface temperatures at this depth were calculated
to be 35 ◦C and 13 ◦C, respectively. Furthermore, the soil column weight above the pipe, the surcharge
loads in terms of traffic load, the gas pressure of 4 bar inside the pipe and the stress concentrations due
to a local change in geometry (in the form of damage) were imposed on the pipe and its socket/patch
resulting in the following conclusions:

By considering the obtained plots for stress values in buried pipe and its socket and comparing it
with allowable stress values for the pipe, the correct joining method can be investigated. Based on
the results, maximum Von Mises stresses occurs at the middle of the socket internal surface while the
maximum values of the aforementioned stresses in the socket occur where the internal surface of the
socket joins the pipe outer surface. In both pipe and socket the maximum values of the aforementioned
stresses are well below the allowable stresses and therefore the introduced socket joint can be used
under the described working condition. Additionally, for the problem of the patch repaired buried
pipes, the results show that all four patch configurations have significant reinforcing effect on the
defected section of the buried pipe under the aforementioned thermo-mechanical loads. Meanwhile,
the maximum Von Mises stresses in both pipe and saddle fusion patch are well below the allowable
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stress limit for PE material which means the saddle fusion patch is well applicable to repair the
proposed defects in even hot areas. Therefore, the results show the application of introduced socket
and also saddle fusion patch is advisable for the proposed loading condition.
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Abbreviations

C Design coefficient
Di Pipe inside diameter (mm)
Do Pipe outside diameter (mm)
E Elastic modulus (MPa)
h Pipe thickness (mm)
l Pipe length in the model (mm)
MRS Maximum reduced strength (MPa)
pi Pipe inside pressure (mm)
SDR Standard dimension ratio (SDR = D

h )
t Time (sec)
T(y,t) Induced temperature in the soil (◦C)
y Depth of the pipe (cm or mm)
α Thermal diffusivity (cm2/s) at penetration depth
ΔT Temperature change (◦C)
ν Poisson’s ratio
σ Normal stress in the pipe (MPa)
σe Von Mises stress (MPa)
σθθ Tangential stress in the pipe (MPa)
σrr Radial stress in the pipe (MPa)
σzz Longitudinal stress in the pipe (MPa)
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Abstract: This study employs the Element-Free Galerkin method (EFG) to characterize flexoelectricity in
a composite material. The presence of the strain gradient term in the Partial Differential Equations (PDEs)
requires C1 continuity to describe the electromechanical coupling. The use of quartic weight functions
in the developed model fulfills this prerequisite. We report the generation of electric polarization in a
non-piezoelectric composite material through the inclusion-induced strain gradient field. The level set
technique associated with the model supervises the weak discontinuity between the inclusion and
matrix. The increased area ratio between the inclusion and matrix is found to improve the conversion
of mechanical energy to electrical energy. The electromechanical coupling is enhanced when using
softer materials for the embedding inclusions.

Keywords: flexoelectricity; meshless method; composite; size effect; level set technique

1. Introduction

An energy harvester utilizing the electromechanical coupling effect has been applied in various
applications, ranging from sensors [1–3] to biomedical devices [4,5] at both micro- and nano-scales [6–8].
The well-known electromechanical coupling effect, piezoelectricity, generates the electrical polarization
under mechanical deformation only in the non-centrosymmetric material. Flexoelectricity is another
type of electromechanical coupling, which describes the coupling between the electrical potential and
strain gradient. Unlike piezoelectricity, flexoelectricity can exist in any dielectric material regardless of
the material’s inner structure. In the meantime, experimental studies [9,10] observed an unexpected
giant flexoelectric effect in barium strontium titanate, which suggested that at the micro-/nano-scale,
the flexoelectric effect outperforms the piezoelectric effect. These superior properties of flexoelectricity
at a small scale have drawn extensive research attention towards the fundamental investigation of this
electromechanical coupling from the molecular scale to the continuum scale. Atomic-level density
functional theories [11–13] and molecular dynamics simulations [14,15] explored the mechanism of
inducing flexoelectric polarization under deformation. However, continuum scale studies can lead to
better understanding of the practical applicability of the flexoelectric property in designing sensors
and actuators.

The characterization of flexoelectricity with existing numerical methods, like the Finite Element
Method (FEM), requires remarkable modifications to handle the strain gradient term. Zhang et al. [16]
used conventional FEM to evaluate the piezo- and flexo-electric effects by solving the partial differential
equations for the displacement and electric potential in a decoupled manner. The conventional
FEM works on the basis of C0 continuity and is uncertain when higher order strain terms are
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present (challenging to hold C1 continuity). Nanthakumar et al. [17,18] used the Mixed Finite
Element Formulation (MFEF) to maximize the flexoelectric effect through topology optimization
of barium titanate material. However, the MFEF method suffers from high computational cost [19,20].
Isogeometric Analysis (IGA) is another numerical method, which ensures the required C1 continuity by
employing the higher-order shape functions [21–23]; whereas, IGA strongly depends on the geometrical
symmetry conditions to reduce the computational cost [24,25]. Abdollahi et al. [26,27] developed a
meshless method to study the flexoelectric response of dielectric material both in cantilever beam and
truncated pyramid shapes. Their study further suggested that the simplified analytical model is unable
to capture the flexoelectricity in multi-dimensional geometries. These studies have used structures
with a ceramic material such as barium titanate or strontium titanate. Applications of these materials
have a limited scope due to the small operational strain and high-stress conditions [28].

Experimental studies revealed that composites made up of two or many materials are promising
to support high stress operating conditions. For example, nano-indentation tests of a bilayer
cantilever beam structure have shown good mechanical properties [29,30]. A study on the
polymer-based composite with graphene oxide has shown enhanced piezoelectric performance
with greater flexibility [31]. Synthesized polymeric composite with piezoelectric zirconia titanate
material promised to exhibit good energy-harvesting solutions [32]. However, these findings critically
depend on the piezoelectric properties of the material. On the other hand, it is possible to create
the piezoelectric composites without using a material with piezoelectric properties. The flexoelectric
fiber-reinforced composite [33,34] and multi-material-based flexoelectric composites [35] are some
example studies in this direction. The flexoelectric composites develop large strain gradients near
the material discontinuity when uniformly deformed, which generates the electrical polarization
through flexoelectricity. However, the numerical modeling other than conventional FEM requires extra
care when dealing with the material and geometry discontinuity between the composite constituents.
Lagrange multipliers [36,37] and the global enrichment approach [38,39] are the few techniques
to treat the material discontinuity. The applicability of these methods is cumbersome when using
complex geometries in 2D structures [40,41]. The Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM) has
been used for the level set technique to describe the weak discontinuity between the inclusion
and matrix composite [42–44]. In addition, the level set technique also allows using the multiple
randomly-distributed inclusions inside the matrix.

The current work employs the Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method [45–49] along with the level
set technique to characterize flexoelectricity in a composite. It is assumed that the composite is a
combination of embedding matrix material and a non-piezoelectric material (inclusion). The possible
generation of electrical voltage due to the compressive loading of the composite is investigated. This
study is extended to find the dependence of the electrical voltage on the concentration of inclusions in
the embedding matrix. The numerical model is validated with standard examples and then utilized
to explore the flexoelectricity in a composite. Section 2 composes the details of the EFG. Numerical
validation and example case studies are presented in Section 3. Section 4 concludes the work.

2. Simulation Method

The enthalpy density H for a dielectric solid with the piezoelectric and flexoelectric effect
is [50–52]:

H(εij, Ei, εjk,l , Ei,j) =
1
2
Cijklεijεkl − eiklEiεkl − μijklEiεjk,l − 1

2
κijEiEj , (1)

where Ei = −φ,i is the electric field; φi being the electric potential in the i direction; εij is the
mechanical strain; Cijkl is the fourth-order elastic moduli tensor; eikl is the third-order tensor of
piezoelectricity; μijkl is the fourth-order flexoelectric tensor; and κij is the second-order dielectric
tensor. Appendix A covers further details about the weak form of Equation (1) and possible boundary
conditions. The resulting governing equations are solved for unknown variables displacement u
and electric potential φ using Moving Least Squares approximation (MLS). Belytschko et al. [53–55]
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introduced the MLS approximation within the EFG. According to the MLS, the unknowns (u and φ)
for the center node are approximated by the neighboring nodes in its support domain (Figure 1a). If
the support domain encounters a material discontinuity, corresponding support nodes are enriched.
The weak discontinuity across the material interface in the composite is modeled with the level set
function with absolute sign distance function Ψ(x). Figure 1b shows the schematic illustration of
the level set function and its first-order-derivative across the interface. The local approximation of
displacement u and electric potential φ at location x are given as:

uh(x) =
N

∑
I=1

ΦI(x)uI +
M

∑
I=J

ΦJ(x)Ψ(x)uJ ;

φh(x) =
N

∑
I=1

ΦI(x)φI +
M

∑
I=J

ΦJ(x)Ψ(x)φJ ,

(2)

where Φ(x) is the shape function at position x, u and φ are the nodal displacements and electric
potential, and N and M are the number of support and enriched nodes, respectively. More details
about Φ(x) are given in Appendix B. Hereafter, we write the approximation in a simplified form
uh = Φuustd + ΦuΨuenr. The derivatives for unknowns u and φ (Equation (2)) contribute by both
support nodes (ustd, φstd) and enriched nodes (uenr, φenr ), which are given as:

∂uh

∂x
=

∂Φu

∂x
ustd +

∂Φu

∂x
Ψuenr + Φu

∂Ψ

∂x
uenr;

∂2uh

∂x2 =
∂2Φu

∂x2 ustd +
∂2Φu

∂x2 Ψuenr + Φu
∂2Ψ

∂x2 uenr + 2
∂Φu

∂x
∂Ψ

∂x
uenr;

∂φh

∂x
=

∂Φφ

∂x
φstd +

∂Φφ

∂x
Ψφenr + Φφ

∂Ψ

∂x
φenr.

(3)

Support nodes

Center node

(a) Schematic illustration of MLS approximation,

1

1

-1

Level-set function

Derivation

(b) Level-set function and its derivation cross the
interface

Figure 1. (a) Schematic illustration of Moving Least Squares (MLS) approximation and (b) the level-set
function and its derivation across the interface.

The discrete equilibrium equations involving Equation (3) are given as:[
Auu Auφ

AT
uφ Aφφ

]
·
[

u
φ

]
=

[
fu

fφ

]
, (4)

where:
Auu = ∑

e

∫
Ωe
(Bu + Benr

u )C(Bu + Benr
u )TdΩe; (5)
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Auφ = ∑
e

∫
Ωe

(
(Bu + Benr

u )e(Bφ + Benr
φ )T + (Hu + Henr

u )μT(Bφ + Benr
φ )T

)
dΩe; (6)

Aφφ = −∑
e

∫
Ωe
(Bφ + Benr

φ )κ(Bφ + Benr
φ )TdΩe; (7)

fu = ∑
e

∫
Γte

NT
u tΓdΓte; (8)

fφ = −∑
e

∫
ΓDe

NT
φ wdΓDe; (9)

where e refers to element number. Further details about the individual B and H matrices are included
in Appendix C. The Lagrange multiplier method is used for imposing mechanical and electrical
boundary conditions. In this study, the plane strain condition is assumed. Material property matrices
C, κ, e, μ are given as:

C =
E

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)

⎡⎢⎣1 − ν ν 0
ν 1 − ν 0
0 0 ( 1

2 − ν)

⎤⎥⎦ , (10)

κ =

[
k11 0
0 k33

]
, (11)

eT =

[
0 0 e15

e31 e33 0

]
, (12)

μ =

[
μ11 μ12 0 0 0 μ44

0 0 μ44 μ12 μ11 0

]
. (13)

3. Numerical Examples

In this section, we validate the numerical model with benchmark problems: electromechanical
characteristics of a cantilever beam under mechanical and electrical loading conditions and coupling
effects in a mechanically-compressed truncated pyramid. Note that these problems are free from the
material discontinuity. The obtained results are validated with the reported literature. The complete
numerical model with material discontinuity and local enrichment is employed to estimate the
characteristics of the composite material.

3.1. Cantilever Beam

Figure 2a,b shows the simulation setup for open circuit mechanical loading and close circuit
electrical loading, respectively. The length to thickness ratio L/h for the cantilever beam is 20. Table 1
reports the various material parameters [21].

(c)(a) (b)

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the cantilever beam under (a) mechanical loading and (b) electrical
loading. (c) MLS discretization with the red solid point representing the nodes.
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Table 1. Material properties.

Name Symbol Value

Poisson’s ratio ν 0.37
Young’s modulus E 100 GPa
Piezoelectric constant e31 −4.4 nC/m2

Flexoelectric constant μ12 1 μC/m
Dielectric constant κ11; κ33 11 nC/Vm; 12.48 nC/Vm
Electric susceptibility χ 1408

3.1.1. Mechanical Loading

A point load F = 100 μN is applied on the upper right edge of the cantilever beam (Figure 2a),
and the electric potential is constrained to zero. Electromechanical coupling induces the electrical
energy under point load deformation. The conversion from mechanical to electrical energy (k2

e f f ) is
defined as:

k2
e f f =

Welec
Wmech

=

∫
E · κ · E∫
ε : C : ε

. (14)

The present model is simplified by assuming that the transversal piezoelectric (e = e31) and
flexoelectric (μ = μ12) components are the only non-zero in Equations (12) and (13). The Poisson effect
is also ignored. The results of this simplified model are compared with the analytical model derived
by Majdoub et al. [50]. The analytical solution for ke f f is:

ke f f =
χ

1 + χ

√
κ

Y
(e2 + 12

(μ

h

)2
), (15)

where the normalized piezoelectric constant is:

e′ =
ke f f

kpiezo
, (16)

where kpiezo is obtained by neglecting flexoelectricity coefficient μ in Equation (15).
Figure 3a plots the comparison between the present model and the analytical solution, where

h′ = − eh/μ is the normalized beam thickness for the open circuit mechanical loading condition.
The variation between e′ and h′ from the present model agrees with the analytical solution from
Equation (16). This proves that the present model correctly estimates the electromechanical coupling
in a non-piezoelectric beam under bending deformation. The coupling between mechanical and
electric energy is strongly mediated by the flexoelectricity due to the low piezoelectric constant of the
material (refer to Table 1). Figure 3b shows the distribution of the generated electric potential under
the flexoelectric effect.
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(a) Size-dependent effective piezoelectric constant (b) Electric potential (V)

Figure 3. Calculation results of the (a) size-dependent effective piezoelectric constant and (b) the
electric potential profile for a fully-coupled cantilever beam.

3.1.2. Electrical Loading

In this section, we study a cantilever beam (Figure 2b) under pure electric loading, which served
as an actuator. The bottom edge of the cantilever beam (Figure 2b) enforced an electrical loading of
−20V and grounded the top edge. There is no external mechanical loading in the cantilever beam.
Figure 4 displays the displacement and electric potential profiles. The electric field across the beam in
the y-direction is plotted in Figure 5. The electric field gradients near the top (negative sign) and bottom
(positive sign) surface of the cantilever beam are due to the effect of converse flexoelectricity. This
phenomenon generates mechanical stress at the top and bottom surface and thus deforms the beam.
The displacement and electric potential distribution on the cantilever beam are in good agreement
with earlier findings based on IGA analysis [21].
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x direction displacement (m)

y direction displacement (m)

(a) Displacement in the x and y directions (m)

Electric potential (V)

(b) Electric potential (V)

Figure 4. Calculation result of the cantilever beam under electric loading: (a) beam displacement;
(b) electric potential profile.

3.2. Compress Truncated Pyramid

In this section, we have extended the validation for the compression of a truncated pyramid
(Figure 6). Due to its different top (a1) and bottom (a2) edge lengths, the applied uniform force
F generates different tractions at the top and bottom edges, which results in a longitudinal strain
gradient. The top edge of the pyramid is grounded, and a uniform force of −6e6 N is applied to it.
The aspect ratio h of the pyramid is set as 75 μm, and the bottom edge length is 225 μm. The remaining
material parameters are listed in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the developed strain in the y-direction and
the electromechanical coupling-induced electric potential profiles. The numerical values and the field
distributions are in good agreement with earlier reports [21]. This represents that the present model
accurately estimated the electromechanical coupling.
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Figure 5. Calculation result of the electric field profile across the beam in the y direction at the mid-length of
the beam.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of: (a) the pyramid case and its boundary condition; (b) MLS
discretization with the red solid point representing the nodes.

Strain yy

(a) Strain profile in the y direction

Electric potential (V)

(b) Electric potential (V)

Figure 7. Calculation result of the compressed truncated pyramid: (a) strain profile in the y direction;
(b) electric field profile.

3.3. Flexoelectricity in Composite

In this section, we demonstrate the possibility of inducing electric polarization in a composite
system. The composite system is a combination of an embedding matrix in a square shape and a
non-piezoelectric material (inclusion) in a circular shape, as shown in Figure 8. The composite under a
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uniform mechanical loading induces electrical polarization due to the local strain gradients near the
material discontinuity. The dielectric constant of the inclusion material is about 10% of the embedding
matrix. It is assumed that the Young’s modulus of the matrix material (Emat) is lower than the Young’s
modulus of the inclusion material (Einc). Three different Young’s modulus ratios ( Einc

Emat
= 10, 100, 1000)

are used to understand its influence on the energy transfer ratio between mechanical energy and
electrical energy. The edge length of the square domain is L = 10 μm with center inclusion radius
r1 = 1.5 μm. The remaining parameters (Table 1) for both materials are similar.

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of: (a) the square domain with center inclusion and its boundary
condition; (b) MLS discretization with the red solid point representing the nodes and the blue asterisk
representing the enriched nodes.

Figure 9 presents the strain and electric potential profile for the domain with a center inclusion.
The non-uniform strain field near the inclusion boundary generates the polarization gradient and
electric potential. Figure 10 plots the strain gradient profile: εyy,y and εxx,x along the horizontal and
vertical center line of the square domain, respectively. In both directions, a high strain gradient is
seen near the boundary of the inclusion, which is due to the different material toughness of the matrix
and the inclusion. Since the inclusion material is a non-piezoelectric material, the induced electrical
potential is a consequence of flexoelectricity. Therefore, the linear relationship between electrical
potential and strain gradient generates the strong potential near the inclusion, as seen from Figure 9b.

In general, the volume percentage of the inclusions has a vast impact on the overall composite
properties [56]. In order to investigate the volume percentage effect on the electromechanical coupling,
we have repeated the simulations with many inclusions under the same loading condition. The number
of inclusions is varied according to the area ratio from 0.5–2.5%. The area ratio is defined as the total
area of inclusions divided by the area of a square domain. For each area ratio, several inclusion
configurations (center location for inclusions) are examined, and later, the results are averaged. Note
that, for inserting many inclusions, the radius is decreased to 0.4 μm. Figure 11a shows the strong
electric potential near the inclusion boundary for a domain with 10 randomly-distributed inclusions.
This is due to the non-uniform strain distributions near the inclusion boundary. A strong electric
potential is noted in the region between the nearby inclusions. This corresponds to the interaction
of the non-uniform strain fields around the neighboring inclusions. Figure 11b shows the mesh
configuration. Figure 12 plots the variation of the total electrical energy transfer rate with the area ratio.
The energy transfer increases with the increase of the inclusion area ratio. This behavior is expected
since higher irregularities of strain are induced when many inclusions are present. Figure 12 also
indicates that domains with an identical inclusion area ratio with higher Einc

Emat
induce higher energy
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conversion from mechanical to electrical energy. This suggests that softer matrix materials enhance the
electromechanical coupling characteristics.

Strain yy

(a) Strain profile in the y direction

Electric potential (V)

(b) Induced electric potential (V)

Figure 9. Calculation results of a square composition under compression: (a) strain profile in the y
direction; (b) induced electric potential.

Figure 10. Strain gradient profile at the horizontal center line (εyy,y) and the vertical center line (εxx,x).
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Electric potential (V)

(a) Electric potential profile with ten inclusions (area ratio = 5.0%) (b) Mesh configuration

Figure 11. Calculation results of the square domain with randomly-distributed inclusions under
compression: (a) electric potential profile for the domain with ten inclusions; (b) MLS discretization
with the red solid point representing the nodes and the blue asterisk representing the enriched nodes.

Figure 12. The energy conversion rate calculated by (Equation (14)) vs. the inclusion area ratio. Several
setups are created for each configuration; hereafter, the averaged results are plotted. The error bar
represents the upper and lower boundary of the calculation results.

4. Conclusions

In this study, the proposed model demonstrates the possibilities of inducing electromechanical
coupling in a nano-composite material without the presence of the piezoelectric effect.
The electromechanical coupling is modeled using the EFG method. Strain gradient involving partial
differential equations is numerically solved using the MLS approximation. The C1 continuity due
to the strain gradient term is fulfilled by choosing the special weight function in the EFG. The level
set techniques are employed to handle the weak discontinuity between the inclusion and matrix.
The present numerical model captures the finite size flexoelectric effect for a mechanically-loaded
cantilever beam. The converse flexoelectric effect-induced mechanical deformation of an electrically
loaded cantilever beam is in good agreement with earlier reports. The results of the truncated pyramid
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further validate the current model. The non-uniform strain fields near the inclusion boundary induce
the electrical polarization and thus electric potential due to flexoelectricity. We also found that the
magnitude of the electromechanical coupling is largely dependent on the area ratio between the
inclusion and the matrix. The higher the inclusion area ratio, the stronger the electromechanical
coupling. Furthermore, a softer matrix material can also enhance the electromechanical coupling
when compared to a stiff material. These findings help in designing a nano-composite utilizing the
flexoelectric effect.
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Appendix A. Theory of Flexoelectricity

The enthalpy density H for a dielectric solid with piezoelectric and flexoelectric effects is [50,51]:

H(εij, Ei, εjk,l , Ei,j) =
1
2
Cijklεijεkl − eiklEiεkl + (dijklEi,jεkl + fijklEiεjk,l)− 1

2
κijEiEj, (A1)

where Ei = −φ,i is the electric field; φi is the electric potential; εij is the mechanical strain; Cijkl is the
fourth-order elastic moduli tensor; eikl is the third-order tensor of piezoelectricity; fil jk and dijkl are
the fourth-order direct and converse flexoelectric tensors; and κ is the second-order dielectric tensor.
Sharma et al. [52] defined the flexoelectric tensor μijkl as the difference between diljk and fijkl by the
application of integration by parts and Gauss divergence theorem to Equation (A1), which is:∫

Ω

(
dijklEi,jεkl + fijklEiεjk,l

)
dΩ =

∫
Ω

dijklEi,jεkldΩ +
∫

Ω
fijklEiεjk,ldΩ

=
∫

∂Ω
dijklEiεkldS −

∫
Ω

dijklEiεkl,jdΩ +
∫

Ω
fijklEiεjk,ldΩ

= −
∫

Ω

(
dijklEiεkl,j − fijklEiεjk,l

)
dΩ +

∫
∂Ω

dijklEiεkldS

= −
∫

Ω

(
diljk − fijkl

)
Eiεjk,ldΩ +

∫
∂Ω

dijklEiεkldS

= −
∫

Ω
μijklEiεjk,ldΩ +

∫
∂Ω

dijklEiεkldS.

(A2)

Rewriting Equation (A1) leads to Equation (1).
The stress (σ̂ij) and electric displacement (D̂i) from Equation (1) when considering the

piezoelectricity effect is given as:

σ̂ij =
∂H
∂εij

; D̂i = −∂H
∂Ei

. (A3)

Due to the presence of flexoelectricity, the higher-order stress (σ̄ijk) and electric displacement
(D̄ij) read:

σ̄ijk =
∂H

∂εij,k
; D̄ij = − ∂H

∂Ei,j
. (A4)

The total stress and electric displacement from piezoelectric and flexoelectric effects are summarized as:

σij = σ̂ij − σ̄ijk,k = Cijklεkl − ekijEk + μlijkEl,k;

Di = D̂i − D̄ij,j = eiklεkl + κijEj + μijklεjk,l .
(A5)
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The essential and natural electric boundary condition are:

φ = φ̄ on Γφ;

Dini = −w on ΓD;

Γφ ∪ ΓD = ∂Ω and Γφ ∩ ΓD = ∅,

(A6)

where φ̄ and w are the applied electric potential and surface charge density, ∂Ω represents the boundary
of the domain, and ni is the unit normal to the boundary ∂Ω. The mechanical boundary conditions are
given as:

u = ū on Γu;

tk = t̄k on Γt;

Γu ∪ Γt = ∂Ω and Γu ∩ Γt = ∅,

(A7)

where ū and t̄k are prescribed mechanical displacement and traction. The remaining boundary
conditions (normal derivation of displacement and higher-order tractions) resulting from the strain
gradient have been set to zero under the assumption of a homogeneous condition.

Rewrite Equations (A3) and (A4) as:

∂H = σ̂ij∂εij

∂H = σ̄ijk∂εij,k

∂H = −D̂i∂Ei

, (A8)

and integration over the domain Ω gives:

H =
1
2

∫
Ω

(
σ̂ijεij + σ̄ijkεij,k − D̂iEi

)
dΩ, (A9)

where H is the total electrical enthalpy. The external work by surface mechanical and electrical forces
is given by:

Wext =
∫

Γt
t̄iuidS −

∫
ΓD

wφdS. (A10)

Finally, the weak form of the mechanical and electrical equilibrium derived from the Hamilton
principle for the static problem yields:

0 =
∫

Ω

(
σ̂ijδεij + σ̄ijkδεij,k − D̂iδEi

)
dΩ −

∫
Γt

t̄iδuidS −
∫

ΓD

wδφdS. (A11)

Substituting Equations (A3)–(A5) into Equation (A11) yields:∫
Ω

(
Cijklδεijεkl − ekijEkδεij − μlijkElδεij,k − κijδEiEj − eiklδEiεkl − μijklδEiεjk,l

)
dΩ

−
∫

Γt
t̄iδuidS −

∫
ΓD

wδφdS = 0 .
(A12)

The unknowns (displacement and electric potential) in Equation (A12) are approximated
using MLS.
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Appendix B. Details of the Shape Function

The shape function ΦI(x) associates with Node I and a point x under MLS is:

ΦI(x) = pT(x) [A(x)]−1 w (x − xI) p(xI), (A13)

where p(x) is the second-order polynomial, which is:

pT(x) =
[
1 x y x2 xy y2

]
. (A14)

The quadratic spline weight function w ensures C3 continuity inside an element and C2 continuity
between elements [40]. The mathematical expression for w is:

w(r) =

{
1 − 6r2 + 8r3 − 3r4 if r ≤ 1
0 if r > 1

(A15)

where:

r =
‖ xI − x ‖

d
, (A16)

d is the predefined search radius of the support domain and d equals three-times the nodal spacing.
The moment matrix A(x) has the form:

A(x) =
N

∑
I=1

w(x − xI)p(xI)pT(xI) . (A17)

A sufficient number of support nodes ensures the non-singularity of matrix A(x). The enrichment
function Ψ(x) has the form [42]:

Ψ(x) = abs(ψ(x)); where ψ(x) = min
i=1,2,...,nc

{
‖ x − xi

c ‖ −ri
c

}
(A18)

where nc is the total number of inclusions inside the domain, xi
c is the center coordinate of the ith

circular inclusion, and ri
c is the radius of the ith circular inclusion.

Appendix C. Mathematical Expression for the Elements in Equation (4)

Bu = ∂Φu =

[
∂

∂x 0 ∂
∂y

0 ∂
∂y

∂
∂x

]
; (A19)

Bφ = ∂Φφ =
[

∂
∂x

∂
∂y

]
; (A20)

Hu = ∂∂Φu =

⎡⎣ ∂2

∂x2 0 ∂2

∂x∂y
∂2

∂x∂y 0 ∂2

∂y2

0 ∂2

∂x∂y
∂2

∂x2 0 ∂2

∂y2
∂2

∂x∂y

⎤⎦ ; (A21)

Benr
u = ∂ΦuΨ + Φu∂Ψ ; (A22)

Benr
φ = ∂ΦφΨ + Φφ∂Ψ ; (A23)

Henr
u = ∂∂ΦuΨ + Φu∂∂Ψ + 2∂Φu∂Ψ ; (A24)
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d
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en
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φ
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x

ψ
(x
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si
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(ψ
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))

(x
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d
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+
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Abstract: Rock fracture in geo-materials is a complex phenomenon due to its intrinsic characteristics
and the potential external loading conditions. As a result, these materials can experience intricate
fracture patterns endowing various cracking phenomena such as: branching, coalescence, shielding,
and amplification, among many others. In this article, we present a numerical investigation
concerning the applicability of an original bulk-interface fracture simulation technique to trigger such
phenomena within the context of the phase field approach for fracture. In particular, the prediction
of failure patterns in heterogenous rock masses with brittle response is accomplished through
the current methodology by combining the phase field approach for intact rock failure and the
cohesive interface-like modeling approach for its application in joint fracture. Predictions from
the present technique are first validated against Brazilian test results, which were developed using
alternative phase field methods, and with respect to specimens subjected to different loading case
and whose corresponding definitions are characterized by the presence of single and multiple flaws.
Subsequently, the numerical study is extended to the analysis of heterogeneous rock masses including
joints that separate different potential lithologies, leading to tortuous crack paths, which are observed
in many practical situations.

Keywords: rock mechanics; phase field approach to fracture; fracture of geo-materials; cohesive zone
model; interface modeling

1. Introduction

Fracture events in geological materials are phenomena of notable importance for the safety and
stability of geological masses. This is a relevant issue to engineering applications including tunneling
procedures, hydraulic fracture for energy reservoirs, deep foundations, to name a few. Due to the
advent of novel modeling techniques and the advances in the computational capabilities, the usage
of numerical methods for reliable predictions of failure in rock masses has suffered a tremendous
improvement in the last few years, becoming a plausible alternative for the analysis of geo-materials.

In this setting, the presence of flaws such as defects/discontinuities in rocks leads to a substantial
reduction of the strength of rock mass, as compared to the intact rock. In line with linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM), the singular character of the stress field around flaws can induce the
propagation of such defects when the stress state within the rock mass is altered, for instance due to
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a tunnel excavation. Therefore, the existence, initiation, and propagation of fracture not only affect
the mechanical response of the rock mass, but also the construction of the engineering structures.
This dependence of the strength and deformability of the rock mass upon the intact rock and the
characteristic discontinuities (fracture and joints) make the deep understanding of such fracture
processes a challenging task.

Stemming from the complex nature of the rock mass, according to [1,2], it is possible to
distinguish between crack initiation and propagation phenomena. Crack initiation is defined as
the process through which pre-existing flaws initiate in a confined region in the neighborhood of a
crack tip. Crack propagation events are those processes by which the pre-existing cracks continue
to grow after the initiation. Thus, propagation phases can lead to crack coalescence and/or crack
branching or bifurcation, among different scenarios, depending on the characteristics of the rock
mass and the external loading conditions. With the aim of achieving a deep understanding of
these phenomena, a great deal of research has been conducted in literature to characterize the crack
propagation in rocks, which are succinctly discussed from the experimental and numerical standpoints
in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, respectively.

1.1. Experimental Investigations

In a landmark investigation, Lajtai [3] performed numerous experimental tests on gypsum of
Paris specimens, with single flaws at different inclinations with respect to the direction of the external
load. These tests led to the identification of different fracture stages of the rock mass under uniaxial
compression. Subsequently Ingraffea et al., [4] have extended the experiments on Limestone and
Granodiorite specimens, by orienting the flaws at a particular angle. In [4], the authors reported that
the completed crack growth sequence upon failure, which allowed the identification of a complete
variety of failure modes. Some recent studies on rocks with several flaws, which were oriented
following different inclinations, manifested the complex nature of fracture events in rocks with evident
crack coalescence [5–8].

Recently, several researchers have studied the response of rock mass on crack arrest, considering:
(i) the number of defects, (ii) the relative inclination of the flaws and (iii) the applied external loads.
Mentionable studies on experimental methods have thoroughly investigated uniaxial and biaxial
compression tests in rocks, through which it is possible to identify that these materials may experience
a combination of flaw slippage onset and wing propagation, followed by secondary cracks (shear
dominated) leading to subsequent potential coalescence [5–10]. In particular, Sagong and Bobet [11]
distinguished 9 coalescence types of cracks in rock masses.

Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the experimental studies on this topic have been
profusely exploited in recent decades. Standard methods are often limited due to notable difficulties in
the simulation of general loading tests and the preparation of specimens for this purpose. Under these
circumstances, traditional experimental procedures are also complemented with the use of digital
image correlation (DIC) techniques and 3D printing methods [12], fostering a new perspective for the
generation of specimens with desired attributes.

1.2. Numerical Investigations

As mentioned above, many of the previous experimental studies were focused on uniaxial
or biaxial compressive loads, since the general loading conditions are difficult to reproduce in the
laboratory. This fact motivated the development of computational methods which can potentially
capture complex failure mechanisms in rocks. Moreover, numerical methods generally lead to notable
cost savings, as compared to arduous experimental campaigns.

Modeling the physical behavior of fracture phenomena in geo-materials has been traditionally
tackled using linear elastic fracture mechanics-based methodologies, due to their relative simplicity
and representativeness, provided that the confining pressure and loading rate are sufficiently low.
From the modeling point of view, previous experimental studies have been employed as reference
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investigations to calibrate the numerical methods and to provide a deeper insight into the physical
processes associated with fracture events in rocks. However, several difficulties have been identified in
order to capture the wide variety of failure modes of such materials under different loading cases such
as bidirectional traction-compression, traction-shear loading among many others, which evolve from
the complex crack path when it is unknown a priori. In addition, tracking such crack paths will be
further complicated by the development of branching and coalescence evolutions, which are typical
scenarios encountered in geo-materials.

For this purpose, numerous computational methods have been proposed in the last three decades,
especially within the context of nonlinear finite element method (FEM) and boundary element
method (BEM), to simulate the complex failure modes in rocks. Later on, advanced computational
approaches such as: cracking particles method (CPM) [13–15], Peridynamics [16] and dual-horizon
Peridynamics [17,18] are developed, which neither do not require an explicit representation of
the discontinuities in the displacement field due to fracture nor crack tracking algorithms for the
identification of the propagation path.

Exploiting the BEM-based techniques, Einstein and coauthors [19,20] have developed reliable
modeling tools to predict crack growth under the loading conditions leading to fracture in Modes
I and II, considering the specimens with one or more internal flaws. However, due to the inherent
versatility of FEM-based techniques, they are often preferred for fracture applications over alternative
methodologies. Within the current modeling techniques to simulate fracture events in solids using
FEM, the following categories can be differentiated:

• Methods based on continuum damage mechanics (CDM) encompass the stiffness degradation,
by defining a set of internal-damage variables [21]. In their local forms, CDM models suffer from
well-known pathological sensitivity of the corresponding estimations on the spatial discretization
(finite element mesh) due to the loss of ellipticity of the corresponding governing equations.
To mitigate such deficiency, integral regularization schemes and gradient-enhanced formulations
have been proposed [22–26], apart from the alternative procedures introduced by Areias and
coauthors [27] by combining the local damage formulation with local re-meshing techniques.

• Explicit crack tools can be employed to envisage a strong discontinuity in the displacement field.
They rely on either the enrichment of the nodal displacement field at the element level using the
partition of unity methods (PUM) [28–30], or the enrichment of the strain field (enhanced FEM,
E-FEM) [31–34].

• Adaptive insertion of interface-like cohesive elements within the delimiting edges of the existing
mesh, using extrinsic or intrinsic representations of the cohesive law [35–41].

Although the above-mentioned methods have been extensively employed to simulate fracture
events in different engineering applications, they present several limitations, particularly to capture the
onset of multiple cracks and their evolution, apart from tracking the intricate fracture scenarios
including branching and coalescence. This latter aspect is of remarkable complexity in strong
discontinuity techniques, which suffer from topological operative problems under such conditions.

Due to the advances in the computational capabilities in the last decade, a renovated interest on
diffusive damage models complying with nonlocal representation has been witnessed, which endow a
scalar-based evolution equation for the damage field. Especially suitable for brittle fracture events,
the so-called phase field (PF) approach of fracture envisages a diffusive crack representation with
a nonlocal character [42]. This new concept shares some common aspects with respect to CDM
formulations via the definition of a scalar PF variable, which varies from 0 to 1, and triggers the
stiffness degradation upon failure.

PF methods can be understood as a regularized version of the Griffith fracture approach [43], through
the advocation of the Γ-convergence [44–46], whereby a direct competition between the elastic and the
fracture energies is constructed in an integrated global functional of the system. The corresponding
minimization of such functional allows capturing the initiation, growth, and propagation of cracks in
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solids in a robust and reliable manner. Notable contributions in this direction are due to Francfort and
Marigo and their coauthors from a fundamental standpoint, see [42,47] and the associated references.
Additional formulations exploiting the PF approach for brittle fracture have been rigorously developed
by Bourdin et al. [47,48]. Whereas, several modified models have been recently proposed complying
with a thermodynamically consistent framework, e.g., see [49–52]. Exploiting this potential, posterior
studies, the PF approach has been extended to fracture studies in thin-walled structures [53–55], ductile
failure [56,57], cohesive fracture [58], dynamic applications [59,60], multi-physics environments [61–63].
Recently, this methodology has also been applied to study the initiation of fracture in rocks with
multiple flaws [64–66].

1.3. Objectives and Organization

Due to the appealing features of the PF method for fracture, the main objective of this work is
focused on the application of the PF method and its combination with the interface-like cohesive
method to model fracture events in heterogeneous rocks [67]. The advocation of the methodology
proposed in [68], which was originally developed by the authors, allows the possible interaction of
rock masses with different lithologies, which are separated by a series of predefined discontinuities.
The analysis and understanding of interfaces in rocks have always been the subject of a great impact in
the research community due to their importance in practice. This stems from the fact that they possess
a certain amount of cohesion due to interlocking and roughness, along with frictional responses in case
of large sliding modifying the response of the rock mass [69]. Therefore, the aim of this research is to
address the potential predictive capabilities of the combined PF-CZM for its application in rock fracture.
Based on this interest, the proposed technique is first validated by reproducing experimental results
concerning fracture of intact rock and subsequently extended to the analysis of heterogeneous media.

The manuscript is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the basic concepts of the PF method
for bulk fracture, whereas, the corresponding simulations are presented in Section 3. Posteriorly,
general details concerning the combined PF-CZM for triggering fracture events in heterogenous rock
mass is outlined in Section 4. Some representative applications to illustrate the applicability of the
proposed method are presented in Section 5. Finally, the main conclusions of the present study are
given in Section 6.

2. Fundamentals of the Phase Field Approach for Brittle Fracture

The basic concepts of the PF approach for fracture in rocks are briefly introduced in this section.
The current formulation advocates the methodology proposed in [47,49], therefore, detailed derivations
are herewith omitted for brevity.

2.1. Basic Concepts

Within the context of multi-dimensional analysis, see Figure 1, we consider an arbitrary body
Ω ∈ Rnd in the Euclidean space of dimension nd, whose material points are denoted by the position
vectors x in the Cartesian setting. Body actions are identified by the vector fv : Ω −→ Rnd .
The delimiting boundary Ω is defined such that ∂Ω ∈ Rnd−1, where ∂Ωu and ∂Ωt denote the boundary
portions in which kinematic and static surface actions are prescribed, respectively, complying to:
∂Ωt ∪ ∂Ωu = ∂Ω and ∂Ωt ∩ ∂Ωu = ∅. The kinematic field is denoted by u, whereas the second-order
Cauchy stress tensor is identified by σ. Boundary conditions in this arbitrary body render:

u = u on ∂Ωu, and t = σ · n on ∂Ωt, (1)

where n is the outward normal to the body.
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Figure 1. Regularization of the sharp crack topology within the spirit of the phase field approach
for fracture.

The PF approach for fracture envisages the definition of a scalar-based phase field variable d,
where d : Ω × [0, t] −→ [0, 1] [48], which quantifies the stiffness degradation at the material point
level, in order to smear out the sharp crack topology. The intact and fully deteriorated states are
identified based on the value of the PF parameter, i.e., d = 0 and d = 1, respectively. Therefore, d
adopts continuous values between 0 and 1. The one-dimensional PF approximation is given by the
expression: d = e−|x|/l , where l indicates the characteristic material length related to the material
strength and governs the regularization width. According to [49], the PF problem is governed by:

d− l2Δd = 0 in Ω and ∇Xd · n = 0 in ∂Ω (2)

where Δd is the Laplacian of d, and ∇xd stands for the spatial gradient. At this point, relevant
contributions on this matter are due to the contributions by Wu and coauthors [70–72], who extended
the applicability the PF method for cohesive and length-scale insensitive fracture.

To account for the regularization, a crack density functional γ(d,∇xd) is defined, which can be
estimated using the relation:

Γc(d) :=
∫

Ω
γ(d,∇xd)dΩ. (3)

As discussed in [42,45,73], Equation (3) represents the crack surface Γc, in the limit l → 0.
Furthermore, to prevent crack healing upon unloading, the thermodynamic consistency condition
given by Γ̇c(d) ≥ 0, is required. The crack density functional can be then expressed as [49]:

γ(d,∇xd) =
1
2l
d2 +

l
2
|∇xd|2 . (4)

The above definition of γ(d,∇xd) allows the approximation of the crack surface integral in the
original Griffith formulation by a volume integral as follows:∫

Γc
Gc d∂Ω ≈

∫
Ω
Gcγ(d,∇xd)dΩ. (5)

Therefore, the total potential of the body can be split into the internal and external counterparts
represented, Πint(u, d) and Πext(u), respectively:

Π(u, d) = Πint(u, d) + Πext(u) =
∫

Ω
ψ(ε, d)dΩ +

∫
Ω
Gcγ(d,∇xd)dΩ + Πext(u), (6)

where the first term in the integral represents the elastic energy of the body and the second term
accounts for the energy dissipation.
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To simulate the crack growth under tensile load, we adopt the spectral decomposition of the
infinitesimal strain tensor between its corresponding positive and negative counterparts [49]:

ψ(ε, d) = g(d)ψe
+(ε) + ψe−(ε), (7a)

ψe
+(ε) =

λ

2
(〈tr[ε]〉+)2 + μtr[ε2

+], (7b)

ψe−(ε) =
λ

2
(〈tr[ε]〉−)2 + μtr[ε2−], (7c)

where λ and μ are the Lamé’s constants, and ε+ and ε− respectively identify the tensile and
compressive counterparts of the strain tensor. In Equation (7), the symbol tr[•] represents the trace
operator, while 〈•〉± stands for the so-called Macaulay bracket: 〈•〉± = (• ± | • |)/2.

Finally, the degradation function g(d), which introduces a stiffness deterioration with the growth
of the defect (crack), can be defined as:

g(d) = (1 − d)2 +K, (8)

where K is a residual stiffness parameter to prevent numerical instability issues for fully degraded
states, i.e., when d ≈ 1. Also, note that according to Equation (7a), the degradation function
(Equation (8)) exclusively affects the positive part of the elastic energy of the body. Thus,
the corresponding Cauchy stress tensor in a decomposed fashion for the PF formulation renders:

σ :=
∂ψ̂

∂ε
= g(d)σ+ + σ−; where σ± = λ (〈tr[ε]〉±) 1 + 2με±. (9)

In the Equation (9), 1 represents the second-order identity matrix and σ± identify the positive and
negative parts of the stress tensor.

2.2. Numerical Implementation

In this Section, the numerical implementation of the PF approach for the fracture of intact rock,
within the context of nonlinear FEM are briefly addressed. In the sequel, the corresponding to bulk
operators will be denoted by the label b in the superscript.

Based on the isoparametric interpolation, the LaGrangian shape functions at the element level
NI(ξ), defined in the natural space ξ = {ξ1, ξ2}, are used for the interpolation of the geometry (x).
The displacement field (u), as well as the variation (δu) and the linearization (Δu) of u are defined as:

x ∼= ∑n
I=1 NI x̃I = Nx̃; u ∼= ∑n

I=1 NIdI = Nd; δu ∼= ∑n
I=1 NIδdI = Nδd; Δu ∼= ∑n

I=1 NIΔdI = Nδd, (10)

where n indicates the number of nodes at the element level, and xI y dI denotes the nodal
coordinates and displacements, respectively, which are collected into the operator x̃ y d. Accordingly,
the interpolation functions are arranged into the vector form N.

In the similar lines, the strain field (ε), its variation (δε) and its linearization (Δε) can be
approximated using the compatibility operator Bd associated with the kinematic field:

ε ∼= Bdd; δε ∼= Bdδd; Δε ∼= BdΔd. (11)

Similarly, the interpolation of the PF variable (damage-like variable), its variation and
linearization render:

d ∼=
n

∑
I=1

NIdI = Nd; δd ∼=
n

∑
I=1

NIδdI = Nδd; Δd ∼=
n

∑
I=1

NIΔdI = Nδd, (12)
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where dI are the nodal values of the PF variable, which are arranged into the vector d. The spatial
gradient of the PF (∇xd), its variation (∇xδd) and its linearization (∇xΔd) can be interpolated through
the operator Bd:

∇xd ∼= Bdd; ∇x(δd) ∼= Bdδd; ∇x(Δd) ∼= BdΔd. (13)

Therefore, the discrete version of Equation (6) at the element level, identified by the super-index
el, can be expressed as:

δΠ̃el
b (d, δd, d, δd) (14)

= δdT
{∫

Ωel

[(
(1 − d)2 +K

)
BT

dσ+ + BT
dσ−

]
dΩ −

∫
∂Ωel

NTt d∂Ω −
∫

Ωel
NTfv dΩ

}
+ δd

T
{∫

Ωel
−2(1 − d)NTψe

+(ε)dΩ +
∫

Ωel
Gb

c l
(

BT
d∇xd+

1
l2 NTd

)
dΩ

}
= δdTfb

d + δd
T

fb
d (15)

where the residual vector fb
d = fb

d,ext − fb
d,int, in which, fb

d,int and fb
d,ext represent the internal and

external forces, respectively, given by:

fb
d,int =

∫
Ωel

[(
(1 − d)2 +K

)
BT

dσ+ + BT
dσ−

]
dΩ, (16)

fb
d,ext =

∫
∂Ωel

NTt d∂Ω +
∫

Ω
NTfv dΩ. (17)

Correspondingly, fb
d is the residual vector associated with the PF variable, which can be estimated as:

fb
d =

∫
Ωel

−2(1 − d)NTψe
+(ε)dΩ +

∫
Ωel

Gb
c l
[

BT
d∇xd

1
l2 NTd

]
dΩ. (18)

In this study, a staggered solution scheme in the form of Jacobi-type iterative procedure is
adopted for the numerical treatment of the governing equations. Thus, the consistent linearization of
Equation (14) yields the following coupled system [57]:[

Kb
dd 0

0 Kb
dd

] [
Δd

Δd

]
=

[
fb

d,ext
0

]
−
[

fb
d,int
fb
d

]
. (19)

The particular forms of the matrices Kb
dd, Kb

dd, Kb
dd and Kb

dd are omitted here for brevity [74].
The numerical implementation of the PF approach is carried out within the framework of the FE codes
FEAP and ABAQUS, by generating the user-defined element routines.

3. Bulk Failure Predictions

3.1. Validation of the Developed PF Approach for Fracture Using the Brazilian Splitting Test

The developed PF methodology for fracture of intact rocks is validated by comparing the results
with the standard Brazilian splitting test reported in [64]. The Brazilian test is extensively employed to
characterize the tensile strength of rocks. The geometric definition of the benchmark problem involves
a specimen of diameter equal to 52 mm, see Figure 2a. Furthermore, the following material parameters
are considered: Young’s modulus E = 31.5 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.25 and Gb

c = 100 J/m2. Furthermore,
the length scale in the PF approach can be related to the material strength σc of one-dimensional bar:

l =
27EGb

c
256σ2

c
. (20)
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Therefore, in the current application, we set l = 1 mm. Half of the specimen is discretized using
55,452 elements, the simulations are performed by controlling the displacement. Figure 2b depicts
the crack path estimated by implementing the present PF method in the ABAQUS platform, in line
with [64]. During the simulations, it is observed that the crack initiated at the center of the disc,
which agrees with the experimental evidence. Upon further loading, the initiated crack starts to grow
towards the upper end of the Brazilian disc. From the qualitative standpoint, Figure 3 shows the
experimental-numerical correlation, whereby a very satisfactory agreement can be observed along
the loading path, as compared to the PF methods in [64]. In particular, the simulation response is
characterized by a linear evolution until the abrupt failure and hence the fracture. Deviation of the
simulated results from the experimental data is attributed to the absence of contact modeling features
in the simulations.

Figure 2. (a) Brazilian splitting test: loading condition. (b) Damage pattern of the specimen.

Figure 3. Brazilian splitting test: Load-displacement evolution curve.

3.2. Numerical Predictions of Rock Fracture: Estimation of Damage Patterns Various Load Cases for Specimens
with Multiple Flaws

In this section, several examples are presented to illustrate the potential of the developed
PF approach to simulate fracture phenomena in rock specimens, with an inclined echelon flaws
(with respect to the horizontal direction), subjected to different load cases.

The basic geometry under consideration is a rock specimen with dimensions 200 mm × 200 mm,
consisting of four inclined echelon flaws which can be simplified due to symmetry, to a quarter
specimen of size 50 mm × 50 mm with a single inclined flaw, as shown in Figure 4. The adopted
mechanical properties in the simulation are: E = 30 GPa, ν = 0.3, Gc = 3 J/m2 and l = 0.1 mm [64].
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The domain is discretized using first-order iso-parametric elements equipped with PF attributes, and a
uniform mesh of size h = 0.2 mm. The specimen is subjected to displacements imposed along the
vertical and horizontal directions, see Figure 4. In particular, the maximum vertical displacement
is prescribed as ūy = ±3 × 10−2 mm (tensile/compression), whereas ūx can have different ratios
with respect to ūy depending on the specific case. Simulations are performed under controlled
displacement, with a maximum displacement increment equal to Δu = 1× 10−5 mm using a monolithic
PF formulation.

Figure 4. Specimen with inclined flaws: geometry and loading conditions.

3.2.1. Uniaxial Compression Test

We first analyze the deformation patterns in a uniaxial compression test, which is achieved
by specifying ūy = −3 × 10−2 mm, in several steps and ūx = 0, see Figure 4. Figure 5 shows
the failure maps, highlighting the fracture patterns, when the specified displacement reaches
ūy = −2.4 × 10−2 mm (left) and ūy = −2.78 × 10−2 mm (right), respectively. Moreover, according to
Figure 5, two cracks are observed to first initiate around the tips of the flaw, which are subsequently
propagated parallel to the loading direction. These predictions are in good agreement with
experimental observations, see [64].

Figure 5. Uniaxial compression case: Failure pattern at an initial stage (a) and at advanced stage (b).

3.2.2. Uniaxial Tensile Test

In the next step, the fracture patterns in a uniaxial tensile test are captured using the developed
PF approach. Therefore, a tensile load along the y direction equal to ūy = 3 × 10−2 mm, is specified on
to the system shown in Figure 4. The simulation is carried out by specifying the displacement load in
several steps. Figure 6a. shows the failure maps highlighting the fracture patterns, when the specified
displacement reaches ūy = −2.4 × 10−2 mm (left) and ūy = −2.78 × 10−2 mm (right), respectively.
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As compared to Figure 5, the predicted crack pattern is perpendicular to the loading direction, which
agrees with the results reported in [64].

To summarize, the estimated results from compression and tension tests, using the present PF
method are in close agreement with the reported experimental results [64], illustrating the robustness
of the proposed methodology.

3.2.3. Compressive-Traction and Traction-Traction Tests

To complement the previous results, the developed methodology is extended to predict the
fracture patterns under compression-traction and traction-traction load cases. The particular load
cases are achieved by suitably combining the imposed vertical and horizontal displacements.

Figure 6b,c depict the failure maps under uniaxial tensile load, vertical compression and horizontal
traction with ūy/ūx = −1 and vertical compression and horizontal traction cases, respectively, setting
ūy = −2.5 ×10−2 mm. Notable incidence of the external loadings with respect to the estimated crack
patterns can be observed. Figure 6b,c correspond to the failure maps of the samples subjected to
compression-traction loads with ūy/ūx = −1 and ūy/ūx = −2, respectively. Comparing Figure 6b,c,
the applied horizontal displacement is observed to have a moderate influence on the final damage
pattern, which is principally aligned with the vertical imposed displacement.

The analysis is also applied to samples subjected to tensile-tensile loads. Figure 7a–c correspond
to the failure maps estimated by specifying the displacement ratios ūy/ūx = 1, 2, and 10, respectively.
We note that the predicted crack patterns evolve from a perfectly aligned path with the flaw orientation
for ūy/ūx = 1, to almost horizontal path for ūy/ūx = 10. In line with previous cases, the estimated
results agree with the reported results in [64].

Figure 6. Different loading scenarios for a specimen with a single flaw: predicted damage patterns.
(a) Uniaxial tensile case. (b) Vertical compression and horizontal traction with ūy/ūx = −1. (c) Vertical
compression and horizontal traction with ūy/ūx = −2.
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Figure 7. Different tensile-tensile loading scenarios for a specimen with a single flaw: predicted damage
patterns. (a) Vertical traction and horizontal traction with ūy/ūx = 1. (b) Vertical traction and horizontal
traction with ūy/ūx = 2. (c) Vertical traction and horizontal traction with ūy/ūx = 10.

4. Coupling the PF Approach for Rock Fracture and the Interface Cohesive Zone Model:
Application to Heterogeneous Media

4.1. General Aspects

In many engineering applications, rock mechanics in particular, heterogenous media separated by
existing interfaces are often observed. The simulation of fracture events in such media is a challenging
task. In this context, a plausible alternative is the combined phase field-cohesive zone model (PF-CZM)
numerical approach [68], where a consistent coupling between the PF approach for brittle fracture
in the matrix and the interface crack model are proposed. This technique can be conceived as a new
paradigm for the consistent coupling of damage events of different signature, allowing complex crack
evolution with multiple branches.

The point of departure of the PF-CZM consists of the consideration of a system with a predefined
crack Γb and a prescribed interface Γi, see Figure 8. A generic point of the interface is denoted by the
vector xc. Considering the internal potential of the body (omitting the subscript int to alleviate the
notation), the governing functional of the system (Equation (6)) can be written as:

Π(u, Γ) = ΠΩ(u, Γ) + ΠΓ(Γ) =
∫

Ω\Γ
ψe(ε)dΩ +

∫
Γ
Gc dΓ, (21)

The main attribute of the current method renders the additive decomposition of the dissipative
part of the functional Gc into two components related to: (i) the fracture energy dissipated in the matrix
rock, which is characterized by Gb

c and is modeled using the PF method, and (ii) the interface energy
G i that identifies the crack propagation along the existing interfaces and is modeled using a cohesive
zone representation. Correspondingly, the governing functional in Equation (21), can be rewritten as:

Π(u, Γb, Γi) = ΠΩ + ΠΓb + ΠΓi =
∫

Ω\Γ
ψe(ε)dΩ +

∫
Γb

Gb
c (u, d)dΓ +

∫
Γi

G i (g, h, d) dΓ, (22)
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where g is used to identify the displacement gaps between the two flanks of the interface, h is a history
parameter [58], and d is the PF variable in the matrix.

In this work, we account for the tension cut-off interface behavior given in [68], whose apparent
stiffness is modified by taking into consideration the matrix damage state in the surrounding region
via d. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the interface fracture energy, Equation (22), can be
decomposed into the corresponding contributions to the fracture Modes I and II in a 2D setting of
analysis, which are represented by G i

IC and G i
I IC, respectively.

Figure 8. Coexistence between brittle fracture in the bulk and cohesive debonding of an interface
within the context of the phase field approach of fracture.

According to [68], it is assumed that the critical interface opening (gc) obeys a linear law with
respect to the damage state in the matrix. Therefore, the following relation can be postulated:
gc(d) = (1 − d)gc,0 + dgc,1, where gc,0 = gc(d = 0) and gc,1 = gc(d = 1). Then the traction-separation
law at the interface (Figure 9 for mode I), are given by:

σ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
kn

gn

gnc
, if 0 <

gn

gnc
< 1;

0, if
gn

gnc
≥ 1,

(23)

τ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
kt

gt

gtc
, if 0 <

gt

gtc
< 1;

0, if
gt

gtc
≥ 1,

(24)

where σ and τ are the critical traction values associated with the fracture Modes I and II, respectively,
g are the displacements whose sub-indices n and t refer to fracture Modes I and II, respectively.

Consequently, the apparent interface stiffnesses for both fracture modes as a function of the bulk
damage d render

kn = kn,0

(
gnc,0

gnc

)2
; kt = kt,0

(
gtc,0

gtc

)2
, (25)

where k0 and g0 represent for the interface stiffness corresponding to intact matrix rock, i.e., d = 0.
We adopt a quadratic-based fracture criterion for triggering propagation events, given by:(

G i
I

G i
IC

)2

+

(
G i

I I
G i

I IC

)2

= 1, (26)
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where G i
I and G i

I I are the individual energy release rates (ERRs) for fracture Modes I and II, respectively,
which take the form:

G i
I(d) =

1
2

nt,0g2
n

g2
nc,0

[(1 − d)gnc,0 + dgnc,1]
2 ; G i

I I(d) =
1
2

kt,0g2
t

g2
tc,0

[(1 − d)gtc,0 + dgtc,1]
2 . (27)

Critical values of the ERRs defined above are compared to their critical values via Equation (26),
whereby G i

IC and G i
I IC are the critical values, given by:

G i
IC =

1
2

g2
nc,0kn,0; G i

I IC =
1
2

g2
tc,0kt,0. (28)

Finally, the interface formulation to encompass geo-mechanical aspects can be arrived in the
similar lines of [75], where we incorporate a modified version of the normal penalty stiffness (to prevent
inter-penetration between the interface flanks), which obeys the following hyperbolic expression:

gn ≤ 0 → σ =
kn,0gn

1 − gn/gm
, (29)

where gn is the interface closure, kn,0 is the initial stiffness, gm is the maximum interface closure.
The values kn,0 and gm, can be related in rock mechanics to the joint compressive strength (JCS), which is
provided in the literature for many different geological masses, using the following correlations
(Figure 9):

kn,0 = −7.15 + 1.75 JRC + 0.02
(

JCS
a0

)−0.2510
(30)

gm = −7.15 + 1.75 JRC + 0.02
(

JCS
a0

)−0.2510
(31)

where JCS is the joint wall compression strength, which is the joint roughness coefficient introduced by
Barton and Choubey [76], see also a recent overview on the use of this index in [77] and a0 = JRC0/50.
These coefficients can be characterized by means of experimental campaigns on specific rock masses.

Figure 9. Modification of interface penalty stiffness under normal compression due to geo-mechanical
aspects: schematic representation under negative normal gap gn.
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In line with the description of the current model, it is important to note that the independent
parameters that characterize the interface response are: (i) the critical normal and tangential
displacements corresponding to Mode I and II of fracture gn and gt, (ii) the associated interface
fracture energies and the fracture criterion, and (iii) the corresponding geo-mechanical parameters.
Additionally, the present model includes an additional capability that couples the apparent interface
stiffness with respect to the PF (bulk) damage variable, and therefore two extra parameters are required
corresponding to the pairs: gn,0, gn and gt,0, gt.

4.2. Variational Form and Finite Element Formulation

In this section, we present the particular aspects concerning the interface contribution to the total
potential of the system, Equation (22). Following a standard Galerkin procedure, the weak form of the
interface contribution can be expressed as:

δΠΓi (u, δu, d, δd) =
∫

Γi

(
∂G i(u, d)

∂u
δu +

∂G i(u, d)
∂d

δd

)
dΓ, (32)

δΠΓi (u, δu, d, δd) =
∫

Γi

(
∂G i(u, d)

∂u
δu +

∂G i(u, d)
∂d

δd

)
dΓ, (33)

where δu are the test functions of the displacement field
(
Vu =

{
δu | u = u on ∂Ωu, u ∈ H1}), and δd

stands for the test functions of the PF variable d
(
Vd =

{
δd | δd = 0 on Γb, d ∈ H0}).

The discretization of the present interface formulation is performed using first-order elements
with linear interpolation functions. Thus, analogous to the PF approach for bulk fracture presented
in Section 2.2, d denotes the nodal displacement vector and d̄ is the phase field nodal vector,
both at the element level. Accordingly, the discrete form of Equation (32) at the element level Γel

i
(Γi ∼ ⋃

Γel
i ) renders:

δΠ̃el
Γi
(d, δd, d̄, δd̄) =

∫
Γel

i

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂d
δd +

∂G i(d, d̄)
∂d̄

δd̄

)
dΓ. (34)

The vector of displacement gaps (g) for any arbitrary point on the surface Γel
i is the result of

the difference in displacement vector between opposite flanks, which can be obtained from the
displacement field d by performing a pre-multiplication by the operator L:

g = NLd = B̂dd, (35)

where N is a matrix including the element shape functions of the displacement field and B̂d = NL

stands for the compatibility operator of the displacement field associated with the interface.
The transformation of the global gap vector into the local setting referred to the interface [38,41] is

conducted via the rotation matrix R from Equation (35) leading to the local gap vector gloc, given by:

gloc
∼= Rg = RB̂bd. (36)

In a similar manner, the following discretization forms can be deduced for the average PF variable
d at the interface, at the element level Γel

i as:

d ∼= NdMdd̄ = B̂dd̄, (37)

where Md is an operator computing the average value of the PF variable between the two interface
flanks and B̂d = NdMd identifies the corresponding compatibility operator. The specific forms of
these matrices are given in [39,41].
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Therefore, the discrete weak form renders

δΠ̃el
Γi
(d, δd, d̄, δd̄) = δdT

∫
Γel

i

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂d

)T

dΓ + δd̄T
∫

Γel
i

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂d̄

)T

dΓ

= δdT
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
dRT

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂gloc

)T

dΓ + δd̄T
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
d

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂d̄

)T

dΓ,

(38)

leading to the residual vectors:

fi
d =

∫
Γel

i

B̂T
dRT

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂gloc

)T

dΓ, (39a)

fi
d =

∫
Γel

i

B̂T
d

(
∂G i(d, d̄)

∂d

)T

dΓ. (39b)

Finally, through the directional derivative, the linearization of the residual vectors yields the
following tangent matrices:

Ki
dd =

∂fd

∂d
=
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
dRT

C
i
ddRB̂d dΓ, (40a)

Ki
dd =

∂fd

∂d
=
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
dRT

C
i
ddB̂d dΓ, (40b)

Ki
dd =

∂fd
∂d

=
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
dC

i
ddRB̂d dΓ, (40c)

Ki
dd =

∂fd
∂d

=
∫

Γel
i

B̂T
dC

i
ddB̂d dΓ, (40d)

where:

C
i
dd =

[
α̂kn 0

0 β̂kt

]
, (41a)

C
i
dd =

[
gnkn

∂α̂

∂d
, gtkt

∂β̂

∂d

]
, (41b)

C
i
dd =

⎡⎢⎣ gnkn
∂α̂

∂d

gtkt
∂β̂

∂d

⎤⎥⎦ , (41c)

C
i
dd =

1
2

g2
nkn

∂2α̂

∂d2 +
1
2

g2
t kt

∂2 β̂

∂d2 , (41d)

and α̂ and β̂ are given by:

α̂ =
g2

nc,0

[(1 − d)gnc,0 + dgnc,1]
2 , (42a)

β̂ =
g2

tc,0

[(1 − d)gtc,0 + dgtc,1]
2 . (42b)
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Please note that in line with Equation (19), the resulting coupled equations are solved using the
monolithic Newton-Raphson scheme, obeying the form:[

Ki
dd Ki

dd

Ki
dd Ki

dd

] [
Δd

Δd

]
=

[
fi

d
fi
d

]
. (43)

5. Fracture Analysis in Heterogeneous Rock Masses Using the PF-CZM Approach

5.1. General Considerations

The presence of interfaces in joint propagation is especially relevant in sedimentary rocks
composed of siltstone and shale layers. The analysis of cracking events in multilayered materials has
been a recurrent research in the last few years, as described in [68]. Similar to composite materials,
there are three fundamental aspects of crucial importance in fracturing across interfaces, called joints
in the rock mechanics literature: (i) the strength of the joint, (ii) the material properties of the layers
and (iii) the loading conditions.

As discussed in [78], when an approaching crack impinges on a tough interface this crack generally
tends to propagate into the adjacent bulk without experience significant deviations from its initial
path. Conversely, weak joints are much more prone to fail, leading to noticeable delamination events.
This basic scenario can be reproduced in a straightforward manner by the PF-CZM approach outlined
in the previous section. Thus, Figure 10 qualitatively depicts the simulation of a homogeneous system
of span L = 50 mm with the mechanical properties given above with a prescribed horizontal interface,
which is then subjected to a uniform displacement at the lateral edges ūx. We set the ratio between
the fracture toughness of the bulk and the interface as Gb

c /G i
c = 50 for weak joint scenario, whereas,

Gb
c /G i

c = 0.05 for tough joints. In this graph, it can be observed that the proposed PF-CZM faithfully
reproduces the basic behavior discussed in [78]. Specifically, a discontinuous displacement map is
shown for the weak joint case illustrating delamination events, whereas a well-defined crack front
perpendicular to the loading direction is reproduced for the strong joint response.

Figure 10. String system subjected to uniaxial displacement. Predictions using PF-CZM for two types
of interfaces between similar materials: weak joints with delamination events along the interface and
strong joints with continuous crack path.
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However, for bi-material systems with weak joints, more complex situations can be encountered
according to LEFM studies [68]. Particularly, three different propagation scenarios can be found
based on the specific Dundurs’s parameters of the system when a crack impinges on an interface:
(1) single deflection along the interface, (2) double deflection along the interface and (3) penetration.
Figure 11 succinctly reproduces the results discussed in [68] using the current PF-CZ approach for a
bi-material system subjected to uniform tensile load with a prescribed vertical joint between both media.
Observing Figure 11, the numerical predictions led to very satisfactory qualitative agreement with
respect to theoretical LEFM results in terms of fracture patterns for different values of the Dundurs’s
parameter α with respect to Π1 = Gb

c /G i
c.

Figure 11. Geometry and boundary conditions for the bi-material problem. Crack pattern scenarios for
brittle interface. The contour plots of the dimensionless vertical displacement field correspond to three
different cases labeled A (double deflection), B (single deflection), C (penetration).

Relying on the illustrated potential capabilities, the next Sections addresses the applicability of
the PF-CZ method to simulate fracture events in multilayered rock masses.

5.2. Application to Rock Salt Fracture with Inclined Interfaces

One of the potential applications of the developed numerical framework is the investigation of the
response of bedded rocks salt. Particularly, these rocks perform in a different manner depending upon
the corresponding lithology, which can obey either single or multi-layer arrangements. Following [79],
mixed lithotypes present horizontal or inclined beds of anhydrite mudstone alternating with halite,
leading to anhydrite-halite composite rocks.

From the experimental evidence in [79], it was observed that in such configurations, the presence
of interlayers tends to promote crack initiation at this location, this fact being also promoted due to
the inclined interface definition. Thus, these authors reported that typical failure sequence can be
described by three different phases: (i) near/along the region of the interface, initial micro-defects
stemming from the differences between sedimentation and consolidation evolve; (ii) increasing the
applied loading, such micro-cracks propagate along the interface and within the rock salt region;
(iii) finally, the coalescence of different crack occur, breaking the specimen.

The current numerical method is applied to study the deformation behavior and the fracture
characteristics (initiation and coalescence) in bedded rocks salt with inclined interfaces under uniaxial
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compression in line with [79]. For this purpose, uniaxial compression simulations of composite rocks
salt with interlayers of 20 mm in thickness are numerically analyzed, which showed a mechanical
behavior close to brittle character. Due to the lack of reliable data regarding the geometry of the
specimens analyzed in [79], the study is restricted to a qualitative investigation following a central
interlayer disposal, see Figure 12. A domain of dimensions 100 × 200 mm is defined with a central
interlayer of 20 mm in thickness following a macroscopic representation with two small flaws close to
the interface. This domain is dsicretized using 84388 elements combining bulk and interface elements.
The mechanical and fracture properties of both materials are listed in Table 1. Please note that for
the interface between the rock salt and the anhydrite we choose an intermediate value between the
transgranular boundary crack properties reported in [80], so that we set G i

c = 1.2715 J/m2.

Figure 12. Salt rock composite specimen under uniaxial compressive loading. Geometry and boundary
conditions, experimental failure pattern and numerical predictions.

Table 1. Mechanical and fracture properties: halite and anhydrite.

Material E (GPa) ν Gb
c (Jm−2)

Halite 36.87 0.254 1.155
Anhydrite 74.36 0.269 1.805

Figure 12 depicts the qualitative numerical-experimental correlation of the predicted crack path
of the current method and that observed in the experiments, showing a good qualitative agreement.
In particular, during the simulations, it is observed that the main vertical cracks initiate at the flaws
near the interface and propagate through the interlayer and subsequently both cracks propagate along
the interface coalescing. The final failure pattern at this location agrees from a qualitative point of
view with that reported in [79]. However note that the development of wing and shear crack paths are
slightly deviated from the experimental evidence, so that alternative PF methods for bulk fracture as
proposed in [65,66] can be employed in forthcoming studies. Nevertheless, a more comprehensive
investigation falls beyond the scope of the current paper due to the lack of the required material data.
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5.3. Numerical Investigation: Specimen with Multiple Flaws and Presence of Interfaces

Continuing with the assessment of the predictive capabilities of the current PF-CZM approach
for heterogenous rock masses, we adopt the specimen definition described in Section 3, including the
prescribed weak joints and multiple flaws with different lengths and orientations forming 45◦ with
respect to the horizontal direction. Material properties of the specimens also replicate those given
in Section 3. For the sake of conciseness in the results, we assume that the different lithologies are
from the same material. Also note that bi- and tri-material systems can be directly analyzed using the
current numerical methodology in a straightforward manner.

Additionally, with respect to the joint definitions that separate different bulk domains, we consider
two cases: (i) a single horizontal joint, (ii) a single vertical joint. Joint mechanical properties are given
in Table 2, whereas, contact stiffness properties relying on geo-mechanical parameters are listed in
Table 3.

It is worth mentioning that due to the lack of reliable experimental data, after validating the
proposed method in the previous Sections, the present results are conducted to analyze the potential
fracture patterns for different geometric characteristics and loading conditions.

Table 2. Interface fracture properties.

Critical traction Mode I interface σc0 75 MPa
Critical traction Mode II interface τc0 90 MPa

Fracture toughness Mode I 0.002 N/mm
Fracture toughness Mode II 0.008 N/mm

Table 3. Penalty stiffness properties of the joint based on geo-mechanical aspects.

gm 10 gn0
a0 0.194 mm

JCS0 169 MPa
JRC0 9.7

Friction angle 32o

L0 0.2 m

5.3.1. Specimen with Two Inclined Flaws and a Horizontal Joint

The specific description of the flaw definitions within the domain, the joint positions and
the loading conditions are shown in Figure 13a. The position of the joint coincides with the
medial horizontal edge of the specimen. A compression-tension load case, where ūy = −0.2ūx,
with compression along the vertical direction is considered (we set ūy = 5 × 10−2 mm in the following
analysis here presented) Figure 13b,c depict the predicted contour plots of the vertical displacement and
the damage pattern at the end of the simulation. Analyzing the displacement field, Figure 13b, a clear
discontinuity at the position of the joint can be appreciated. This fact indicates the occurrence of joint
failure and therefore delamination. However, almost no increase in the value of PF variable within the
specimen is predicted, see Figure 13c. These results clearly indicate that delamination along the existing
joint can be identified as the predominant failure phenomenon for the given loading conditions.
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Figure 13. (a) Specimen with 2 inclined flaws and a horizontal joint. Case ūy = −0.2ūx: (b) horizontal
displacement field; (c) damage pattern.

To examine the clear influence of the applied loading on the failure characteristics, we analyze
the specimen by prescribing the traction-traction loading conditions, i.e., through the definition of
ūy = 0.5ūx (both positive values along the corresponding edges based on the Cartesian setting given
in the graph). The computed results clearly pinpoint a substantial change in the fracture conditions
within the specimen, see Figure 14. In this case, the development of nucleation and propagation
phases around the flaw tips are noticed. Upon load increasing, both crack events emanating from
the flaws coalesce and subsequently reach the joint. A third phase in the failure path evolution is
manifested by the crack propagations along the existing joint and subsequently progressing into the
bottommost substrate, which concomitantly occurs with the crack propagation in the topmost substrate.
These phenomena can be identified by analyzing the discontinuities in the contour map associated
with the vertical displacement field and the PF evolution. This concomitant simulation of joint and bulk
damage can be identified as one of the most appealing attributes of the present numerical methodology,
since this allows interaction without user intervention throughout the computations. The simultaneous
evolution of failure events from different signature during the analysis can be identified in Figure 14
regarding the load-displacement curve, whereby a first linear elastic evolution is followed by crack
growth from the two flaws with incipient delamination along the interface in a later stage. Failure
initiation is around uy/ūy =0.53.

Finally, for a most severe traction-traction case we define ūy = ūx. Analyzing the contour map
corresponding to the vertical displacement, Figure 15a, it is observed that for this loading configuration
the crack pattern tends to progress with gradual change in its path. In particular, bulk fracture is
reoriented along the direction of the flaws, and then reduce the extent of the delamination front, as seen
in Figure 15b. This effect is also noticed above for the homogeneous crack example with a single
inclined flaw, in Section 5.3. This behavior can be also noticed in the load-displacement evolution
curve, Figure 15c, which in comparison with the previous case, the failure initiation is predicted to
occur at around uy/ūy =0.5.
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Figure 14. Specimen with 2 inclined flaws and a horizontal joint. Case ūy = 0.5ūx traction-traction:
(a) vertical displacement; (b) damage pattern; (c) Load-displacement evolution curve including
snapshots of the phase field variable.

Figure 15. Specimen with 2 inclined flaws and a horizontal joint. Case ūy = ūx traction-traction:
(a) vertical displacement; (b) damage pattern; (c) Load-displacement evolution curve including
snapshots of the phase field variable.
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5.3.2. Specimen with Three Inclined Flaws

The previous analysis can be further extended to specimen definitions with 3 parallel flaws, 2 in
the topmost substrate and 1 in the bottommost substrate. Moreover, regarding the joint position,
we analyze the cases given by: (1) a single horizontal joint whose position is coincident with that
described in the previous sections (Figure 16), and (2) a single vertical joint, placed at a distance of
20 mm with respect to the rightmost vertical edge, see Figure 18a.

Figure 16. (a) Specimen with 3 inclined flaws and a horizontal joint. (b) Phase field damage pattern at
the end of the simulation.

With reference to the case with the horizontal interface under traction-traction loading conditions
given by ūy = ūx, it can be observed that the inclusion of the third flaw in the bottommost
substrate of the model notably modifies the damage pattern. It is also noticed that the smallest
flaw is not activated by the applied loading, and no damage events occur at the corresponding tips
(Figure 16). Thus, crack phenomena are associated with the remaining larger flaws, featuring clear
propagation paths which tend to coalesce. However, such two main cracks interact with the existing
interface, and correspondingly the final damage pattern is a combination of bulk and interface failure.
This sequence of damage can be identified analyzing the load-displacement curve (Figure 17) where
different snapshots of the PF variable and the horizontal displacement are given. According to this
graph, as usual, an initial linear evolution is depicted up to the fracture propagation of the main two
flaws, which coincide with the first peak of the curve. Current results predict that these two main
cracks initially propagate without involving any decohesion along the interface (note the continuity of
the horizontal displacement field). However, when these two cracks are very close to the interface,
they also induce the development of decohesion events, which are responsible for the final rupture of
the specimen. This fact is characterized by the final abrupt failure in the load-displacement curve due
to the tension cut-off interface model herein envisaged.

Regarding the vertical joint configuration, Figure 18b,c depict the final PF patterns for the cases
ūy = −0.1ūx and ūy = −ūx, respectively, showing completely different failure mechanisms in the
predictions. Clear bulk failure emanating from the two larger flaws can be observed for the case
ūy = −ūx, whereas the scenario setting ūy = −0.1ūx shows that the main failure mechanism in this
later specimen is due to joint decohesion. These two failure patterns can be confirmed by the analysis
of the corresponding load-displacement curves, see Figure 19. Thus, the case ūy = −0.1ūx features a
standard evolution up to the first peak. At this point, the decohesion failure starts in unstable manner,
followed by a second linear evolution up to the complete decohesion without any bulk failure, see the
snapshot of the vertical displacements in Figure 19b. This response contrasts with that corresponding
to the case ūy = −ūx, whereby the failure mechanism is due to the bulk failure without any interaction
with the interface decohesion.
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Figure 17. Specimen with 3 inclined flaws and a horizontal joint. Load-displacement evolution curve
including snapshots of the bulk (phase field) failure and the horizontal displacement fields.

Figure 18. Specimen with 3 inclined flaws and a vertical interface: (a) Loading and geometric
description. (b) Phase field pattern for ūy = −0.1ūx. (c) Phase field pattern for ūy = −ūx.
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Figure 19. Specimen with 3 inclined flaws and a vertical interface: (a) Load-displacement curve for
ūy = −0.1ūx. (b) Load-displacement curve for ūy = −ūx.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the application of the combined PF-CZ approach for fracture heterogeneous in
rock masses has been outlined with the incorporation of geo-mechanical parameters into the interface
definition. The present methodology has been first validated for matrix rock damage, exhibiting an
excellent accuracy with respect to experimental data. Subsequently, the developed method has been
applied to the simulation of complex damage events in heterogeneous rock masses with weak joints
and multiple flaws.

Results from the current model illustrate that the PF-CZ approach permits the prediction of crack
initiation, propagation, coalescence, and branching in geo-materials in an autonomous manner without
the necessity of user intervention. Moreover, differing from alternative PF formulations, its coupling
with interface-like modeling techniques allows the characterization of tortuous crack patterns along
predefined weak joints in such materials.

Future directions in this concern will regard the extension of the proposed method for anisotropic
rocks, hydraulic fracture, porous media, and modified formulations for triggering shear failure.
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